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EDITORIAL PREFACE
The International Journal of Computer Networks (IJCN) is an effective medium to interchange
high quality theoretical and applied research in the field of computer networks from theoretical
research to application development. This is the fourth issue of volume four of IJCN. The Journal
is published bi-monthly, with papers being peer reviewed to high international standards. IJCN
emphasizes on efficient and effective image technologies, and provides a central for a deeper
understanding in the discipline by encouraging the quantitative comparison and performance
evaluation of the emerging components of computer networks. Some of the important topics are
ad-hoc wireless networks, congestion and flow control, cooperative networks, delay tolerant
networks, mobile satellite networks, multicast and broadcast networks, multimedia networks,
network architectures and protocols etc.
The initial efforts helped to shape the editorial policy and to sharpen the focus of the journal.
Starting with volume 5, 2013, IJCN aims to appear with more focused issues. Besides normal
publications, IJCN intend to organized special issues on more focused topics. Each special issue
will have a designated editor (editors) – either member of the editorial board or another
recognized specialist in the respective field.
IJCN give an opportunity to scientists, researchers, engineers and vendors to share the ideas,
identify problems, investigate relevant issues, share common interests, explore new approaches,
and initiate possible collaborative research and system development. This journal is helpful for
the researchers and R&D engineers, scientists all those persons who are involve in computer
networks in any shape.
Highly professional scholars give their efforts, valuable time, expertise and motivation to IJCN as
Editorial board members. All submissions are evaluated by the International Editorial Board. The
International Editorial Board ensures that significant developments in computer networks from
around the world are reflected in the IJCN publications.

IJCN editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare,
quality and wellbeing of the journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper submission
to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic submission,
editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the publication
processes.
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate,
ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are working on
establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for IJCN. We would like to remind you that the
success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for review.
Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts for
review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review
process. IJCN provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist
authors in improving their manuscripts.
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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to extend related research on the spread of malware in networks
and to assess the security impact of certain measures against the spread of malware. We
examine the influence of heterogeneous infection and curing rates for a Susceptible-InfectedSusceptible (SIS) model, that is used to describe the spread of malware on the Internet. The
topology structure considered is the regular graph, which represents homogeneous network
structures. We present a new method to calculate the steady state of heterogeneous populations,
for the general case with m subpopulations. Using this method, we give the explicit conditions
under which the malware persists in the network. Under the condition that all infection rates in the
heterogeneous model are equal, we provide a logistic solution for the model.
Next we give calculation examples which are based on the assumption of two subpopulations
and explore this method in more detail, proving that the method produces valid outcomes and
that the basic reproduction numbers R for each subpopulation are the only factors determining
the steady state situation. The value of R depends on the effectiveness of attacking malware and
the defending countermeasures.
We then consider some special cases for subpopulations using this method. In the first case the
protection against malware is assumed to be absent within one subpopulation. The calculations
show that it pays off for the subpopulations with the best protection to help other, less protected
subpopulations.
The second case describes the effect of diversification against malware, when one subpopulation
does not share the vulnerabilities with the rest of the population to become infected with malware
and propagate that malware. The results show that diversification is an effective countermeasure
against the propagation of malware. Based on the market share of the software, we demonstrate
how to calculate the 'resistance' of different compartments against malware.
Using statistical data, we finally show that dividing a population in two subpopulations increases
the accuracy of the model. Based on this data, we also show that the use of security software
does not correlate very well with the number of reported infections.
Keywords: Virus spread, epidemic threshold, heterogeneous networks, diversification.

1. INTRODUCTION
In our current society the Internet represents an enormous societal and economic value.
Unfortunately where there is value, crime is soon to follow and on the Internet now many
cybercriminals are active and malware is ubiquitous. The term “malware” is defined as a piece of
software with a harmful payload, which needs (vulnerabilities in) a specific software package to
propagate from an infected system to other systems. In 2010, the average rate of malware in
email traffic was 1 in every 284 emails and the average number of malicious web sites blocked
each day rose to 3,188. Almost 90% of these blocked sites are legitimate sites, which were
compromised [1]. When infected computers spread the infection to other computers, the number
of malware sources explodes in a short time. When confronted with such malware avalanches,
relying on prevention alone is not realistic any more. It is necessary to identify the factors that
International Journal of Computer Networks (IJCN), Volume (4) : Issue (4) : 2012
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control the spread of malware on the Internet, predict how many computers will be infected and
how effective countermeasures are.
The purpose of this article is to extend related research on the spread of malware in networks
and to assess the security impact of certain measures against the spread of malware. Our
malware spreading model is based upon the Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) infection
model, which arose in mathematical biology, which is often used to model the spread of computer
viruses [2], [3], [4]. The SIS model assumes that a node in the network is in one of two states:
infected and therefore infectious, or healthy and therefore susceptible to infection. The SIS model
usually assumes instantaneous state transitions. Thus, as soon as a node becomes infected, it
becomes infectious and likewise, as soon as a node is cured it is susceptible to re-infection.
In epidemiological theory, a crucial notion is the epidemic threshold τc, see for instance [2], [3],
[5], [6], [7], [8]. If it is assumed that the infection rate along each link is β while the curing rate for
each node is δ then the effective spreading rate of the virus can be defined as τ=β/δ. The
epidemic threshold can be defined as follows: for effective spreading rates below τc the virus
contamination in the network dies out, while for effective spreading rates above τc the virus is
prevalent. In the case of persistence we will refer to the prevailing state as a steady state. The
epidemic threshold is related to the so-called basic reproduction number R, see [6]. In fact, the
epidemic threshold τc corresponds to the case R=1, with virus extinction for R≤1 and virus
prevalence for R>1.
Between 1999 and 2009 many articles considered more modeling aspects for homogeneous
populations like incubation periods, variable infection rate, a curing process that takes a certain
amount of time, adaptive networks and so on, see [6], [7], [9], [10].
In 2009, ref. [11] derived analytical results for the epidemic threshold in the case of
heterogeneous curing rates for a specific class of graphs. It is assumed in [11] that the infection
rate at every link is the same, namely β. The aim of this paper is to generalize the results from
[11] by also considering heterogeneous infection rates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive and analyze the spread of
viruses in regular graphs in case of m subpopulations, with curing rate δi and infection rate βi, for
i=1..m. In Section 3, we discuss the specific case of regular graphs with 2 subpopulations. In the
subsequent sections we consider some special cases; in Section 4 we look at the effect of a
population without defense and in Section 5 we look at the impact of diversification. In Section 6
we discuss some statistics obtained through Eurostat in order to determine the relation between
security software deployed and the percentage of infected computers. We summarize our results
in Section 7.

2. VIRUS SPREAD ON REGULAR GRAPHS WITH M SUBPOPULATIONS
In this section, we derive the threshold for the spread of viruses and the steady state of m
subpopulations on regular graphs, each with their own curing rate and infection rate. We assume
that each node in the connected regular graphs has exactly k neighbors. Denote ni as the fraction
of nodes in subpopulation i, with i = 1..m. Obviously, it holds that ∑
= 1. For every node in
subpopulation i we denote the curing rate as δi, and the infection rate of all incoming links as βi,
with i = 1..m. Our assumptions imply that we are considering bi-directional links where the
infection rate in the two directions in general is not equal. The latter condition also reflects the
assumption that the rate of infection is determined by the node itself, for instance by the type of
software it is running. We will come back to this assumption later on in the paper.
It is important to note that our assumptions imply complete symmetry, each node sees the same
fraction of nodes from every subpopulation. So every node has a fraction n1 of neighbors from
subpopulation #1, a fraction n2 of neighbors from subpopulation #2 and so on. Therefore, the
number of subpopulations should not exceed the number of direct neighbors, or m ≤ k.
For subpopulation i at time t, we denote the number of infected nodes as Xi(t) and the fraction of
infected nodes as vi(t). Then, the probability that a randomly chosen node within subpopulation i
( )
.
is infected in the total population with N nodes is ( ) ≡
International Journal of Computer Networks (IJCN), Volume (4) : Issue (4) : 2012
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The rate at which the probability of infection for nodes in subpopulation i changes is due to two
processes: susceptible nodes becoming infected and infected nodes being cured. The curing rate
for an infection probability vi is δivi. The rate at which the probability vi grows is proportional to the
probability of a node in subpopulation i being susceptible, i.e. 1−vi. For every susceptible node
the rate of infection is the product of the infection rate per node in that subpopulation (βi) and the
.
probability that on a given link the susceptible node connects to an infected node is
Therefore, the following system of differential equations describes the time evolution of vi(t) with
i, j =1..m:
=
(1 − ) −
(1)
Note that for δ1 =..= δm, and for β1 =..= βm, the system of equations (1) reduces to a single
differential equation, describing the general solution for a homogeneous population with
=
.
(2)
For the general case with different curing and infection rates, it is impossible to obtain an explicit
solution for the system of equations (1).
Theorem 1. If the effective spreading rate

=

Eq. (1), then the epidemic threshold satisfies

for a system of m differential equations in
!

= .
"

⩽ , the

Proof. We will use a Lyapunov function [12] to show that, under the condition

"

origin is a global attractor for {v1≥0, v2≥0, .., vm≥0}, hence, that the virus dies out.
Let $ =

, then we have

%

=&

(1 −

) − 1' ∑

.

Because vi≥0, it follows that 1-vi ≤ 1. Therefore Eq. (3) implies that
≤

Hence under the condition
Lyapunov’s stability theorem.

leave the
∑
=

+ -

it holds that

%

%

≤

∑

−1 ∑

.

≤ 0. The claim follows directly by applying

> . We first note that any trajectory of the system (1) can

Next, we consider the case
never
+
∣

"

(3)

"

box B={(v1, .., vm) | 0≤v1≤1, .., 0≤vm≤1}. This follows from
≥ 0 and similar inequalities at the borders of the box B. From the

construction of the above Lyapunov function V, we can see that for
%

> and for (v1, ..,
"

vm) in B and sufficiently close to the origin, > 0. This implies that the origin has an unstable
manifold in B. Therefore, since any trajectory of system (1) can never leave the box B, system (1)
has an attractor as the ω-limit set and the virus survives. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
If the graphs considered are limited to connected regular graphs where each node has exactly k
neighbors, then calculations can be simplified by introducing the basic reproduction numbers
"
0 = . Under the condition ∀2 = 1. . m → > 0, Eqs. (1) and (2) lead to:
=

0 (1 −

)−

(4)

Theorem 2. For a system of m differential equations in Eq. (4), the steady state of (v) can be
calculated by solving a polynomial equation of order m.
Proof. Solving Eq. (4) leads to:

=0→

If v≠0 then Eq. (2) and (5) lead to: ∑

6

6 7

=6

6

7

=1
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Thus, when ∑

( 0)⩽1→

⩽ 0; ∑

( 0)>1→

> 0.

(7)

Eq. (7) confirms the epidemic threshold found in Theorem 1. Next, we use Eq. (6) to calculate the
steady state: ℎ( ) = ∏ (0

+ 1) − ∑

0

∏ (0
, =

+ 1) = 0.

(8)

So h(v) is a polynomial equation of order m with these preconditions: { , . . ,
∈ 〈0. .1〉 ∧
0 , . . , 0 > 0}. Solving h(v) provides the steady state of v and by filling in v in Eq. (5) the steady
state of every vj. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 3. If β1 = .. = βm, then Eq. (1) has m – 1 solutions in the form of hyper-planes passing
through the origin. The intersection of the hyper-planes is also a solution of Eq. (1) and its
dynamics are described by a logistic equation.
Proof. Assuming vj = λj v1 (i=2..m), where the λj ‘s are constants, it follows that
D

−E

HI =

+

|

D GD +

( (

−

≡ − (HI EI + H E + H- ) = − J(E )
)+

); H =

(

−

with

)+

−

+

−

; H- = −

. (9)

Hence, if β1 = .. = βm, then c , c and c are constants. Then, because c > 0 and c < 0, it follows
0

1

2

2

0

that f(λj) has exactly one positive root λ*j, for i=2..m. Therefore, the hyper-planes vj = λ*j v1
(i=2..m) are solutions of Eq. (1), when β1=..=βm. Using the first equation in Eq. (1), we can show
that on the intersection of the m – 1 hyper-planes, the dynamics are described by a logistic
equation:
+
=
E∗ (1 − ) −
,
(10)
where λ*1 = 1.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

3. CALCULATION METHOD IN DETAIL FOR TWO SUBPOPULATIONS
In this section, the least complex heterogeneous situation is explored in more detail. By filling in
m=2 in Eq. (8) it follows that:
2

h(v)=R1R2v +(R1+R2 – R1R2)v+1 – n1R1 – n2R2=0.

(11)

The method always yields a solution for v, since in Eq. (11) the discriminant d > 0. For two
subpopulations with parameters {n1, n2, R1, R2} d is calculated as:
d=R12R22+(R1 – R2)2+2R1R2(R1 – R2)(n1 – n2).

(12)

We know from Theorem 1 that for n1R1+n2R2≤1 system (4) with m=2 the virus dies out, i.e.
v=0 is the global attractor. Hence we only consider the case n1R1+n2R2>1. Then, because h(0)<0
and h(1)>0, it follows that there is a unique solution 0<v<1 for Eq. (11). A simple calculation
shows that the only solution satisfies

=

6+ 6L M6+ M6L 7√
I6+ 6L

.

Next, we will show that for Eq. (4) with m=2, under the condition n1R1+n2R2>1, the steady state of
v corresponds to a stable equilibrium point of the system in Eq. (4).
It follows from the analysis above that for n1R1+n2R2>1 system (4) with m=2 has an equilibrium
point located in the region A={(v1, v2) | 0<v1<1, 0<v2<1}.
We know from the proof of Theorem 1 that for n1R1+n2R2>1 the origin has an unstable manifold
entering A, while trajectories of the system can never leave the region A. Therefore, by
application of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem [12] on A, the ω-limit set for system (4) for m=2,
can be either an equilibrium point or an isolated periodic orbit. To rule out the existence of
periodic orbits for system (4) with m=2, we can use the Bendixson-Dulac criterion, see [12]. In
fact, because periodic orbits cannot intersect v1=0 or v2=0, we can use the Dulac function
International Journal of Computer Networks (IJCN), Volume (4) : Issue (4) : 2012
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O(

, I)

RS
P(Q + )
RT

P +

+

=

+ L
RS
P(Q L )
RT

P L

which leads to
= −(

0

I

I

+

I0

I
I

+

I

0I

I

+

I I 0I

I

I )O

U 0.

(13)

Therefore, the system in Eq. (4) with m=2 has no periodic orbits and hence the equilibrium point,
corresponding with the steady state v, is globally stable.
Next, we will assess the impact of the fraction nodes of type 1, i.e. n1, on the value of v, i.e. the
fraction of infected nodes. From Eq. (9) it is easy to verify that
P
6 M6
= + L.
(14)
P +

√

Hence v is always a monotonic function of n1, unless R1=R2, which corresponds to the
homogeneous case. Figure 1 depicts several possibilities for the case R2=2.
For n1=0, the homogeneous case were all nodes belong to type 2, the fraction of infected nodes v
equals 1–1/R2=0.5. For the case R1>R2, according to Eq. (14), v increases monotonically with n1
hence for this case the homogeneous case n1=0 gives the least number of infected nodes.
Clearly, R1=R2 is the homogeneous case with v=0.5.
If 1<R1<R2 then v decreases monotonically with n1, while for n1=1 it holds that v>0. Hence for this
case the homogeneous case n1=1 gives the least number of infected nodes. Finally, if R1<1 then
v decreases monotonically with n1 while for n1=1 it holds that v≤0. Hence for this case the optimal
6 M
situation, where the virus dies out, occurs from
= L onwards.
6L M6+

FIGURE 1: The Steady State of v as a function of n1

We would like to stress once more, that our model is more general than previous models, see
e.g. [2], [4], [7, [8], [11], because none of these models can deal with heterogeneous spreading
rates. As a simple example, consider the case with two malware populations, with n1 = 0.7, β1 =
0.4, δ1 = 1 and n2 = 0.3, β2 = 0.05, δ2 = 1, where every node has four neighbors, i.e. k = 4. If we
would want to apply the results of [2], [4], [7, [8], [11], and we would use for the spreading rate β
the mean of β1 and β2 , then the effective spreading rate would become 0.225, which is below the
International Journal of Computer Networks (IJCN), Volume (4) : Issue (4) : 2012
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epidemic threshold 1/k = 0.25. However, applying our, more accurate model, we arrive at the
conclusion that the malware persists, because n1 β1 + n2 β2 = 0.295 > 0.25 = 1/k.

4. SPECIAL CASE #1: MALWARE RESERVE
In this section we consider the case that subpopulation #2 has no defense against malware, i.e.
δ2=0, or equivalently, R2=∞. Then it follows from Eq. (1) that in steady state, the whole
subpopulation #2 is infected, i.e. in steady state v2=1 holds.
Using Eqs. (2), (5) and taking lim R2→∞, it is easy to show that the steady state fraction of
infected nodes v satisfies

=

6+ M 7V6+L 7I( + M L )6+ 7
I6+

.

FIGURE 2: Steady state v for the case δ2=0

Figure 2 shows the steady state v as a function of R1, for different values of n2, the fraction of
nodes that belong to the malware reserve. We observe that the whole population benefits if the
size of the malware reserve is decreased. We also see that even if subpopulation #1 has
adequate protection against malware (i.e. R1<1), they still become infected because of the lack of
security for subpopulation #2. For instance, if R1=0.5 and n2=0.2, then in steady state 13% of
subpopulation #1 is infected. This is easily verified from Figure 2 and the equality v=n1v1+n2,
which holds for δ2=0.

5. SPECIAL CASE #3: DIVERSIFICATION AGAINST MALWARE
In this section we consider the case that subpopulation #2 is immune for malware infections, i.e.
β2=0, or equivalently, R2=0. Then it follows from Eq. (1) that in steady state, the whole
subpopulation #2 is uninfected, i.e. in steady state v2=0 holds.
Using Eq. (12) with R2=0 it follows that the steady state fraction of infected nodes v satisfies
=1−
; I=0→ =
− .
(15)
+ 6+

6+
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FIGURE 3: Steady state v for the case β2=0

Figure 3 shows the steady state v as a function of R1, for different values of n1, the fraction of
nodes not immune to the malware. We observe that the whole population benefits if the size of
the immune population increases. We also see that in case of an immune subpopulation, there
exists a threshold value for the basis reproduction number R1, below which the virus dies out. It is
clear from Eq. (15) that this threshold value satisfies 0 = .
+

This threshold value for R is the minimum value necessary to “sustain” an infection level above
zero in that compartment. The lower the threshold value, the more malware is able to match it. In
Table 1 the threshold value (R) was calculated for popular software using market shares [13]. In
this example, the software for which the most malware is expected is MS Windows, MS Office,
MS Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox – in that order. However, market share statistics vary to
much to draw explicit conclusions based on the numbers presented.

6. CORRELATING SECURITY MEASURES WITH MODEL PARAMETERS
Like all models, the SIS model is an approximation of reality. It should be applied with care and
respect for its limitations and premises. One of its limitations is that it is necessary to assume that
the population is completely symmetrical, i.e. the different nodes are distributed evenly in the
network.

Platform

Software
Platform

Market
Share 3Q10

Threshold
R

Remark

Webclient
Windows
0,8821
1,13
Webclient
MacOS
0,0682
14,66
Webclient
Linux
0,0108
92,59
Webclient
Symbian
0,0021
476,19
Webclient
Blackberry
0,0045
222,22
Webclient
Other
0,0323
Webbrowser IE
0,4622
2,16
Webbrowser Firefox
0,2992
3,34
Webbrowser Chrome
0,1240
8,06
Webbrowser Safari
0,0555
18,02
Webbrowser Opera
0,0193
51,81
Webbrowser Other
0,0398
Office Suite MS Office
0,8800
1,14 (Dutch market share only)
Office Suite OpenOffice
0,0800
12,5 (Dutch market share only)
Office Suite Wordperfect
0,0090
111,11 (Dutch market share only)
Office Suite Other
0,0310
TABLE 1: Calculation Example of Threshold Values for popular Software
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In its simplest, homogeneous form, the value of the single set of parameters of the SIS-model (β,
δ, R) are determined by the effectiveness of security measures taken by the defenders and the
attempts of the attackers to outsmart them (see Table 2).

β

δ

Cyber Defense (Reduce R)

Cyber Attack (Increase R)

Prevent malware infection:
• Intrusion
prevention
system,
firewall,
heuristic AV software for on-access scanning
• “white-list” software, USB media, e-mail
content, web content to download
• Configuration: restrict user rights, harden
systems, sandboxing, good passwords
frequently changed,...
• Separate compartments: network, software,
user rights, encrypted files
• Good procedures for changes / updates
• Invest in knowledge and awareness
• Better, less vulnerable software
• Preventive security audits
• Legal software for employees @home

Increase risk of infection by malware:
• IP / MAC address spoofing
• Multiple attack patterns in malware
• Web site offers customized malware
• Domain Generation Algorithms (DGA)
• Social engineering, imitation of legitimate
software, e.g. AV software
• Malware on trusted sites
• Sharing / stealing knowledge, source code
• Commercial and freeware Malware kits
• Fuzz testing of software for vulnerabilities
• Testing malware with security software
• Stealth
malware,
encryption,
code
obfuscation
• Massive and rapid spread of malware
(reverse engineering of patches?)
• Targeted malware, APT (“precision ammo”)

Improve disinfection (detection+correction):
• Multiple AV packages for scheduled scans
• Intrusion Detection System, logging
• Management procedures for incidents and
changes, including an Incident Response
Plan
• Invest in knowledge and awareness
• Postmortem security audits
• Periodically re-install clean software image
on all PC’s

Reduce loss of infected computers:
• Root kits, anti-virtualization techniques,
disable security software and update
mechanisms
• Encryption, remove trace data, multiple
layered code obfuscation
• Malware self-activation / self removal under
certain conditions
• Malware updates faster than AV
• Patching of infected computers (!)
• Continuity plan for botnet, e.g. rotating web
servers, integrate infected computer in >1
botnets, bullet proof hosting of C&C servers
• Imitation behavior of legitimate software
TABLE 2: The Battle Between Cyber Attack and Cyber Defense

The infectivity of different occurrences of malware may vary widely, depending on the knowledge
of the attacker and the purpose of the malware. For this moment we neglect the differences
between malware samples, because we like to focus on the protective measures of the
defenders. The infectivity of all malware is then considered to be equal.
When individuals or organizations use different security measures, the parameter (R) is likely to
differ. For instance, if one organization prohibits the user to install software, this will reduce the
risk of infection considerably.
Correctly estimating the corresponding value of the parameter (R) from the operational security
measures is difficult. The Eurostat Newsrelase of Feb 8, 2011 presents a list of statistics on
Internet security of the EU countries in 2010.
One of the statistics was the percentage of individuals who reported that they caught a computer
infection resulting in loss of information or time using the Internet in the 12 months prior to the
survey. Another statistic was the percentage of individuals who used the Internet in the last 12
months and stated that they used IT security software to protect their private computer and data.
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FIGURE 4: Correlating the usage of security software and percentage of infections

After deleting the incomplete data entry of Romania, both statistics were plotting against each
other using an XY diagram (see Figure 4). When we treat this population as homogeneous, the
lowest value of 14 percent infections and highest value of 58 are far off the mean value of 33.45.
The usage of security software vs. the (resulting) percentage of infections seems a clearcut case,
2
but the data shows little correlation - the trend line shows an R value of 0.12. With a total
variance of 100.54 for 29 countries, this model's accuracy is low.
We can decrease the total variance by introducing subpopulations with their own mean values.
Sorting the list of countries using the percentage of infection, we can divide the population in a
group of leaders and a group of laggards. We have determined that the minimal variance of the
total population is 41.29 when the group of leaders consists of 22 countries (mean value is 29.14)
and the group of laggards consists of 7 countries (mean value is 47.0).
Interestingly, the higher accuracy has little influence on the correlation per subpopulation between
the usage of security software vs. the resulting percentage of infections; in fact, for the group of
laggards, the correlation line shows that the higher the usage of security software is, the higher
the resulting percentage of infections becomes. A possible explanation is that security software is
necessary to detect malware infections and that the laggards are more often tricked in using
bogus anti-virus software, which in fact is malware. However, even the correlation in the leaders
group has dropped to 0.06, so the usage of security software seems to be a poor predictor of the
resulting percentage of infections.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a new method to calculate the steady state for heterogeneous populations.
Based on analysis of this method, we think that a heterogeneous model can be accurately
matched with a logistic function. We can also predict that either a minimal or maximum value of
the infected fraction of the population occurs when the heterogeneous population becomes
homogeneous. Thus, when the security level of the least secure group increases or the fraction of
this group decreases, the whole population benefits from this.
The analysis also reveals that a minimum occurs when the population ceases to be a monoculture, i.e. not every node shares the same vulnerabilities for malware. More diversity is an
effective measure against the propagation of malware. Although all separate compartments can
attract malware, the existing measures become more effective and the total level of infections is
less that in a similar population which all use the same hard- and software. The opposite is also
true: the bigger a mono-culture is, the less infectious malware has to be to persist.
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Finally, we like to suggest some directions for future research. First of all, since it has been
proven difficult to correlate model parameters of the (heterogeneous) SIS model to the use of
security software, future research can be directed to derive realistic parameter values for other
(clusters of) security measures. Secondly, our presented model assumes a static topology,
whereas in real-life, computer networks are changing in time. In line with [10], where
homogeneous virus spread for dynamic networks is considered, we suggest to generalize our
results for heterogeneous malware populations to dynamic networks. Finally, although our
heterogeneous model incorporates different infection and curing rates per subpopulation (βi, δi,
Ri) , our results depend on the assumption of a form of complete symmetry in the network, i.e.
every node is connected to the same fractions of nodes from each subpopulation. More research
is needed to reveal how the results are influenced when this symmetry assumption is dropped.
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Abstract
Assume a local simulator (LS) of a given system is available and we wish to turn it into a
distributed simulator (DS). In the DS case, the LS is partitioned into segments called federates,
each federate being run by a separate host. Before implementing the DS (i.e., at design-time) we
wonder: will the DS execution time be shorter than LS one? In some cases the DS may run
slower than the equivalent LS. To answer this question we are to consider that the execution
time of a distributed simulation system depends on 3 interacting factors: 1) the speedup (or runtime gain) resulting from the partitioning of the local simulator into federates. 2) The network
delays in the federate synchronization messages exchange. 3) The network delays inthe
federatedata messages exchange. The combination of such factors makes very hard predicting
the benefits of the LS-to-DS transformation. In this paper, a LS/DS decision procedure to support
the LS/DS decision process at design-time. The procedure is guided by a performance model of
the DS. The use of the High Level Architecture (HLA) distributed simulation standard is assumed.
Keywords:distributed simulation,parallel speedup, computer networks delay.

1. INTRODUCTION
A simulation model can be seen as consisting of a set of sub-models. In local simulation (LS), a
single model exists that simulates the entire system and is run by a single host. In distributed
simulation (DS), various sub-models (called federates) simulate distinct parts of the system and
are run by separated hosts connected via a LAN, MAN or WAN computer network or a
composition thereof.
Predicting at design-time the convenience of implementing the DS version of the LS can be of
interest. Indeed, the development of a DS system is a complex and expensive task, since of the
cost of achieving the necessary know-how of the distributed simulation standard [1], the cost of
the extra-lines of code to develop for each federate [2], the cost of the hosts, the computer
networks, and the number of design alternatives to face (in terms of simulator partitioning, host
capabilities, network potentialities and so on).
This paper introduces a method to support the evaluation of the DS convenience before
implementation. The method investigates the effects of three interacting factors:
1) The speedup (or run-time gain) resulting from partitioning the local simulator into federates,
spread across various hosts that operate in parallel; 2) the synch-communication overhead due to
network delays in the exchange of synchronization messages among federates; 3) the datacommunication overhead due to network delays in the exchange of data messages among
federates.
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The two communication overheads lower down the run-time gain obtained with the speedup.
A LS/DS decision procedure is proposed to choose (at design-time) whetherto remain on the LS
version of the simulator orcarry out the implementation of its DS version. The procedure is
guided by a performance model (PM) of the DS. The model can be used to perform what-if
analysis and sensitivity analysis to observe how changing one or the other factor may affect the
DS execution time. The PM assumes the DS is based on the HLA protocol standard and
middleware [3].
The paper is organized as follows: Sect.2 presents the problem statement. Sect.3 illustrates the
PM. Sect.4 illustrates the PM implementation in the OMNet++ simulation language and its use in
the LS/DS decision procedure. Sect.5 presents the paper contribution with respect to existing
literature and finally Sect.6 gives concluding remarks.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Assume a local simulator (LS) of a given system Σ is available, and that we wish to turn it into a
distributed simulator (DS).
In the DS case, the LS is partitioned into segments called federates, each federate being run by a
separate host. Fig.1 shows the two federate case, with NS denoting the network for the exchange
of synch messages and ND the one for data messages.
Host1

NS

Fed_1

Host2

Fed_2
Synch message

Data message

ND
FIGURE 1:DS system with two federates.

Before implementing the DS (i.e., at design-time) we wonder: will the DS execution time be
shorter than LS one? In some cases the DS may run slower than the equivalent LS. To answer
this question a Performance Model (PM) of ak-federate system is introduced in Sect.3.
The following terminology will be used throughout the paper:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Σ = System to be simulated
LS(Σ) = Local Simulator of Σ
TLS = LS execution time
DS(Σ) = Distributed Simulator of Σ
TDS = DS execution time
PM(DS(Σ)) = Performance Model of DS(Σ) to predict the execution time TDS.

The question is: when does DS(Σ) run faster than LS(Σ)? In other words, when does TDS < TLS
hold?
There are 3 conflicting factors that determine the TDS value:
• Speedup: the run-time gain resulting from partitioning LS into federates spread across
many hoststhat operate in parallel.
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•

•

Thanks to the speedup one may obtain TDS< TLS, the speedup being defined by S = TLS /
TDS, a positive speedup meaning S > 1. Let us call S the no-delay speedup, for reasons
that will be soon clear.
Synch communication overhead: all DS simulations must incorporate techniques to
coordinate the execution of federates across the many hosts by synchronization
messages. Such messages travel along a synch network NS (that may be a LAN, a MAN
or a WAN, or a composition thereof) whose delay ∆NS may yield a T’DS> TDS thus
reducing the no-delay speedup S to a synch-delay speedup S’<S with S’= TLS / T’DS.
Data communication overhead: the federates also need to exchange data-packets by
way of data messages. Such messages travel along a data network ND (that may or may
not coincide with NS), whose delay ∆ND may yield a T”DS>T’DS thus reducing the synchdelay speedup S’ to a synch&data-delay speedup S”<S’ with S”= TLS / T”DS.

The question above then becomes:
When does T”DS turn out to be lower than TLS (T”DS< TLS), thus still yielding a positive speedup
S” > 1?
In other words, when can the no-delay speedup win over the synchronization and data
communication overheads?
Next section tries to answer such a question.

2.1 The speedup/communication overhead trade-off
As with most parallel computations, to obtain a positive speedup the portion of LS that can be
parallelized must be large relative to the portion that is inherently serial. Let us denote by S(N) the
maximum speedup that can be achieved using N processors, and by Q the fraction of
computation that is inherently serial. According to Amdahl’s law [4,5] even with an arbitrarily
large number of processors (N→∞), S(N) can be no larger than the inverse of the inherently serial
portion Q of LS.

S(N ) =

(1)
1
1− Q
Q+
N

Thus, one requirement for the DS code to achieve positive speedups is that the fraction Q should
be small.
An appropriate partitioning of LS into a set of federates should then be found at design-time that
improves S while maintaining the synch and data overheads low. In other words, a partitioning
that yields a high computation-to-communication ratio (i.e., a large amount of computation
between communications).
On this basis, an LS/DS decision procedure can be foreseen (Fig.2) to decide whether to remain
on the LS version of the simulation system or carry out the implementation of its DS version.
In other words, assume an LS(Σ) has been developed and that its TLS is not satisfactory. A
search for an appropriate partitioning of LS(Σ) into federates and for an appropriate choice of the
NS and ND networks has to be performed by the iterative use of the PM(DS(Σ)), to obtain a T’’DS<
TLS.
At each iteration, if the T’’DS predicted by the PM is sufficiently lower than TLS, the decision to
implement the DS(Σ) can be taken.
Otherwise, one may either try a new tentative partitioning or try alternative networks NS and ND of
improved capabilities. In case no partitioning nor network improvements can be found, one may
decide not to implement the DS(Σ).
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En example use of the PM in the LS/DS decision procedure is illustrated in Sect.4. The PM
cannot be evaluated by analytic methods and thus its evaluation is simulation-based. The coding
of the PM is done in the OMNet++ simulation language [6] and an example coding is provided in
Sect.4.

Develop
LS(Σ)e

LS(Σ)
exec me
Ok?

yes
Accept LS(Σ)

no
Defin LS par oning and
ND, NS capabili es

yes
Exists
alterna ve
par oning

Use PM(DS(Σ)) to predict
DS(Σ) execu on me (T’’DS)

no

yes
DS(Σ)
exec me
Ok?

no

Prefer to
operate on
par oning
no

yes
Develop
DS(Σ)

no

Prefer to
operate on
ND
yes

yes
no worth to
develop DS(Σ)

no

Exists
alterna ve
NS

no

Exists
alterna ve
ND
yes

FIGURE 2: The LS/DS decision procedure

3. RELATED WORK
A number of existing contributions can be found in literature that address the prediction of
execution times of simulation systems, see e.g., [5, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
Contributions in [15, 16, 18, 19, 20] however deal with parallel simulation case rather than
distributed case, as is this paper. Parallel simulations are run by a set of processors that are
tightly connected by use of dedicated networks rather than by a computer network, as is this
paper case (a set of processors connected by a computer network, such as a LAN, a MAN or a
WAN, or a composition thereof). Moreover, parallel simulations are coordinated by an ad hoc
network-operating system rather than by DS middlewares (e.g. HLA) as is this paper case.
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In other words, our paper cannot take advantage from results of the parallel simulation literature.
On the other hand, looking at the distributed simulation literature, the only work that,to our
knowledge, one can refer to is [17], which however only deals with the performance of DS shared
data-access algorithms, a topic that is not of interest to our paper, which instead is interested to
the evaluation of the whole DS execution time (TDS).
There are two essentially different ways for evaluating theTDS.One way is to base the analysis on
the execution of a DS run. The other way (this paper way) is to use the LS version of the
simulator to derive parameters for predicting the TDS. While the first method is potentially more
accurate, its main disadvantage is that it requires the existence of the DS program, hence it
cannot really predict TDS, and it can only be used to evaluate the TDSof a given DS
implementation.
In a previous work [12], the trace information generated during the LS run has been obtained and
it will be used in this paper now to derive parameters to give to the performance model (PM) of
the DSfor the TDS prediction.
The PM, this paper now introduces, is able to separately investigate the effects of the model
partitioning, and also investigate separately the effects of the NS delay and of the ND delay.
Besides being important for the LS/DS decision procedure, the knowledge of the effects of the
two communication overheads is of importance to evaluate the representativeness of the DS(Σ)
at design-time.
Indeed, depending on the nature of system Σ, there are situations in which the data and synch
message delays are not critical and thus a communication network of any capability can be used.
On other situations, instead, the system Σ can be of such a nature that the synch and data delays
become very critical for the representativeness of the system simulator. In other words, the DS(Σ)
looses the capability of realistically representing the original Σ in case the NS and ND networks are
not sufficiently well performing.

4. THE PERFORMANCE MODEL OF DS(Σ)
It is assumed the reader is familiar with the structure of an HLA federation, based on the so-called
Run Time Infrastructure (RTI) [7]. The RTI is the software that allows the federates to execute
together. In Fig.3 the interface between the RTI and the federates is illustrated [8]. The
federates do not talk to each other directly. They are instead connected to the RTI and
communicate with each other using services provided by the RTI. The RTI offers to each
federate an interface called RTI Ambassador.
Each federate on the other hand presents an interface called Federate Ambassador to the RTI.

Federate
Federate Ambassador

RTI Ambassador

Federate
Federate Ambassador

RTI Ambassador

Run me Infrastructure

FIGURE 3: HLA federation structure

In the following we shall denote by:
• LEX the local execution internal to a federate, in other words, the standard simulation
operations such as event processing, event routines, scheduling of local events, etc.
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• HLAR the execution internal to a federate of an RTI service, e.g., an invocation of a time
advance request.
• HLAF-Ex the execution internal to a federate of a service request coming from the
Federate Ambassador.
Assume we deal a federation consisting of k federates. The PM(DS(Σ))model will consist of
onesub-model for each of the k federates, and oftwo network models,one for the NS and one for
the ND network.
The single federate sub-model is illustrated in Sect.3.1, and consists of a non-conventional EQN
(Extended Queueing Network) model, that we denote NC_EQN, that includes both conventional
EQN nodes and a number of AND/OR logic gates necessary to bring-in the logic of the HLA
standard. The network model, instead, is a conventional EQN model andillustrated in Sect.3.2, to
be used (with appropriate parameters) for both NS and ND.
3.1 The federation performance model
To answer the Fig.2 question “Exists alternative partitioning?” we shall assume that the LS is
partitioned into a k-federates DS and shall evaluate the PM of such a partitioning.
The NC_EQN model of a k-federates DS is shown in Fig.4, where the details of the PM of only
one Fededate (Fed_i)are illustrated. One may partition the LS code into the k-portions of the DS
code in various ways. As we shall better see in Sect.4, the effect of the partitioningchoice is
reflected in the valuegiven to parameter pSYNC at model parameterization time.
In Fig.4 the interactionsare shown between Fed_i and all remaining federates (in the
publish/subscribe RTI assumption). The set of all remaining federates is denoted by using the
bold Fed_x notation. Therefore, the xi (or ix) notation will be used in the subscript of various
components in Fig.4.For example, gate ANDxi relates to the synch-messages exchanged
between Fed_x and Fed_i. Consequently, we are to figure out number k-1 such AND gates in
the illustration. The same can be said for all otherAND and OR gates with a boldx in the
subscript.
As visible in Fig.4, each Fed_i sends (receives) messages to (from)Fed_xthrough the NS and ND
networks. The entire federation PM will thus consist of a set of Fed_i sub-models (as in Fig.4) that
interact between themselves through the NS and ND nodes as in Fig.5, that shows how messages
from various federates are enqueued in front of NS or ND to be served, i.e. forwarded to the
destination federates.
The Fed_i model in Fig.4 includes:
• a time-consuming node (Fed_i Host CPU), that synthetically represents the host that runs
the federate. Such a node service-time parameters vary with the serviced job class (Ci or
CRC see later).
• a set of non-time consuming nodes, namely:
 AND nodes that perform AND-logic operations.
 OR nodes that perform OR-logic operations.
 SPLIT nodes, that split an incoming job class into two or more outgoing classes.
 Classifier nodes that, basing on the class of the input job, forward the job in one or
the other direction.
 Router nodes that perform probabilistic routing of the incoming jobs.
 aMerge node that merges two job classes.
The computation performed by the federation starts by launching the RTI interface and by
initializing the HLA components local to each federate. Such initial computations are performed
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only once and do not substantially affect the federation execution time and thus are omitted from
the modeling. They are synthetically represented by the INIT job on the top of Fig.4.
The INIT job enters the Split0 node and yields a main thread for each federate belonging to the
Federation. The main thread Ci for Fed_i and its follow-on is detailed in Fig.4.

FED_k

Ck
Split0
INIT

FED_k-1

Ck-1

C1
Ci

FED_i

.
.
.

Ci

CDRL

Fed_i C /C
i RC
Host CPU

CRC

Split1

End Sim

pquit

Ci

Classifier1

R1

CHLA
Ci

Classifier2

Ci

1-pquit

Ci

CRC

Ci: (LEX/HLAR)
CRC: (HLAF-Ex)

CRL

Split2
Ci

CDi

SYNCH message
to Fed_x through NS

ORxi
CRL

ANDDix

CRL
ANDxi

CRC

Split3

DATA message
to FED_x through ND
CRC
R3

SYNCH message from Fed-x through NS
CDRL
ORDxi

ANDDx1

CDRC

SplitD4

CDi

psynch-

1-psynch

RTI-Ack from Fed-x
through NS

1-psynch

Ci

CRC

R2
psynch

Ci

Sink

Ci
ANDMTi

CRC
CRC
CDRC

CDRL
DATA message from Fed-x
through ND

Mi

.
.
.

FED_1
FIGURE 4: View of the federation PM with details of the i-th federate.

It is assumed that the conservative-time management HLA option is used, in other words, no
federate advances logical time except when it can be guaranteed not to receive any events in its
past. If we also assume zero lookahead (actually HLA does not accept a null value for lookahead
and thus a very small value is given to this parameter) there is guarantee that federates do not
receive events in the past and thus that they are fully synchronized.
Fed_1

Fed_2

ND

NS

Fed_k

FIGURE 5: View of the federation PM including the communication networks.
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For such choices, the federates will not process events in parallel and parallelism will only be
found when federates include intrinsically parallel portions of LS. If this holds, a positive speedup
will be obtained when transforming the LS into its DS version.
The computation performed by Fed_i is carried out by jobs of various classes that circulate in its
PM, namely:
• Class Ci jobs
D
• Class C i jobs
• Class CHLA jobs
• Class CRL jobs
D
• Class C RL jobs
• Class CRC jobs
D
• Class C RC jobs
The only jobs that consume CPU execution time are Ci and CRC.
1

The class Ci job simulates the so-called federatemain thread[8], performing LEX and HLAR
computations.
1

The class CRC job
computations.

simulates the so-called federateRTI callback [8],performing HLAR-Ex

D

The class C i job is a job derived from Ci and holding the data payload to be forwarded to
D
Fed_xthrough network ND, when the RTI-Ack arrives from Fed_x(see the AND ix node). A class
CHLAjob is a job derived from Ci and holding the synch-message to be forwarded to Fed_xthrough
network NS. A class CRL job represents the so-called federaterequest listener thread, waiting for
D
synch-messages from Fed_x(see the ANDxi node). A class C RL job is the federate request
D
listener thread, waiting for data messages from Fed_xHLAF-Ex computations. A class C RC job
is the federate request callback thread holding the data payload coming from Fed_xand to be
used by the Ci job class.
The main thread Ci enters the Split1 node and yields three outgoing jobs: Ci itself again, CRL and
D
C RL. The job of class Ci enters the CPU processing queue from Split1and circulates in the
model (in a way that we shall soon illustrate), so iteratively re-entering the CPU processing queue
coming from the ANDMTi node. The job of class CRL, instead, enters the ORxi node and from here
the ANDxi and waits for a synch-message from Fed_xto generate a CRC job, which through the
Split3 produces both a new CRL job (that waits for future synch messages) and the CRC itself again
D
that enters the CPU processing queue.The same logic applies to the C RL job coming from Split1,
D
D
D
which enters the OR xiand the AND xinodes waiting for a data-message from Fed_x. The C RC
job outgoing Split4does not enter the CPU processing queue directly but merges itself with the Ci
circulating main thread through the merge node Mi. As said above, the Ci job entering the CPU
performs LEX and HLAR computations, while the CRC job performs HLAR-Ex computations.
The job leaving the CPU can be a CRC or a Ci job.
•

In case the job leaving the CPU is a CRC job, the Classifier1node forwards it to the router
2
R3, which sends the job to the ANDMTi node in case thesynchronous HLA service is
invocated [8].

1

The service time parameters for such a job class (distribution, mean E(tCPU) and variance) can be obtained [11] basing
on the model of the software run by the Fed_i CPU, and on the CPU capacity.
2
In other words, when the federate needs to wait for a RTI callback (CRC), in the case of invocation of a Time Advance
Request Service, or of a Next Message Request Available service.
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Otherwise, the CRC job has no effects and is absorbed by the sink node. If directed to the ANDMTi
node, the CRC job gives consensus to the circulation of the main thread Ci, which thus re-enters
the CPU processing queue.
•

In case instead, the job leaving the CPU is a Ci job, the Classifier1directs it to the R1
router, which sends the job to Classifier2if the simulation is not ended (1-pQUIT). Here, if
D
D
Ci contains a data-message, a C i job is produced which enters the AND ixnode, and
waits for the RTI-Ack from Fed_xin order to be forwarded to Fed_x through network ND.
If instead, the outcome from Classifier2 is a no-data message Ci this enters the Split2
node and yields a CHLA job (holding a synch-message to be forwarded to Fed_xthrough
network NS) and again a circulating main thread Ci, which (in case a synchronous HLA
service is invocated(pSYNC)) reaches the aforementioned ANDMTi node to iterate the main
3
thread circulation. In case, instead, of no-synchronous HLA service (1- pSYNC), the Ci job
does not need the ANDMTi consensus to iterate the main thread circulation, and returns
directly to the CPU processing queue.

In summary, synchronization and data messages that Fed_i exchanges with other
federatesFed_x are enqueued in front of the Fed_i Host CPU to be processed.
Considered that in the publish/subscribe assumption Fed_i interacts with all remaining k-1
federates, the message flow arriving into the queue of the Fed_i Host CPU scales-up with the
dimension k of the federation.
Another element that may increase the message flow into the CPU queue is the use of
lookahead. Indeed, the frequency of the synchronization messages exchanged between
federates per wall clock time-unit may be affected by the value of the lookahead parameter set by
the user.
Such a parameter, however, assumes significant values only in some kind of distributed
simulation models. So, in many cases, the federate PM needs not to model the rise of synch
messages due to lookahead. This is the case of the Fig.4 model, which however can be easily
extended to include lookahead synch messages generators, if needed.
Let us conclude this Section by pointing out that in building the Fed_i model we did not make any
mention of the simulated system Σ. This is since the federate model we introduce in the paper is
independent from Σ, i.e. it is valid for any Σ. In other words, the paper model can be used for any
HLA-based simulation. Only its parameters may depend on Σ, as better seen in Sect.4.
3.2 The network performance model
A further model is necessary to answer the second Fig.2 question of the LS/DS decision
procedure: “Exists alternative NS (or ND)?”. The needed model is the model of the computer
network connecting the federation hosts. By use of such a model, the “Exists alternative NS (or
ND)?”question can be answered by making what-if and sensitivity analysis of the various network
components (LANs, GWs, WAN, etc.) of both NS and ND.
As said above,the entire federation PM consists of a set of Fed_i sub-models (as in Fig.4) and of
the NS and ND network models for communication between federates (as in Fig.5). Such
networks are used in common by all federates and thus synch and data-messages will enqueued
in front of NS and ND as shown in Fig.5. Network NS will thus introduce a ∆NSdelay for the synchmessages and similarly the NDa ∆ND delay for the data-messages.

3

In other words, in case of invocation of Send Interaction service.
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In other words, when Fed_i sends a synch-message to Fed_x through NS, the message reaches
Fed_x after a time that can be calculated by evaluating the ∆NSintroduced by NS.
The evaluation of ∆NS requires knowledge of the detailed model of NS (and similarly for ND). The
generic network architecture we shall assume is illustrated in Fig.6 and consists of:
a) A set of LANs (LAN_1, …, LAN_k) where LAN_i is the LAN to which the Fed_i host is
connected.
b) A set of GATEWAYs (GW_1, …, GW_k) where GW_i is the gateway that connects
LAN_ito the WAN.
c) The WAN communication backbone.
Fig.7 gives the EQN performance model of such a network assuming the TCP/IP protocol is
used.
The interaction between the Fed_i Host and the Fed_x Hosts is based on message exchanges
carried out by packet flows over the various components of the network with the WAN being a
X.25 packet switching network. The packet flow involves several technologies: The LAN_1
through LAN_k technologies (e.g.: Ethernet, Token Ring, etc.) the Gateways technology and the
X.25 WAN technology.
Gateway k-1
LAN k-1
Fed_1
Host

Fed_k-1
Host

Gateway 1
LAN 1
WAN

Gateway K
LAN K
Fed_k
Host

Fed_i
Host

Gateway i
LAN i

FIGURE 6: View of the network architecture.

The communications between Fed_i Host and Fed_x Hosts are based on three basic
mechanisms (m1, m2, m3):
(m1) protocol conversion, from the transport level protocol TCP, to the network level protocol
IP, to the data-link level and physical level protocols (and vice versa), in either direction
from Fed_i Host toFed_x Hosts, with the IP to X.25 protocol conversion (and vice versa) at
the gateway level,
(m2) packet fragmentation and re-assembly at many protocol conversion interfaces,
(m3)window-type flow control procedure operated at transport level by protocol TCP for a
fixed window size of value C (for the sake of simplicity no varying window sizes are
considered, nor the use of congestion-avoidance algorithms).
In the Fed_i-to-Fed_x flow, illustrated in Fig.7, the packets are originated by the Fed_i Host
application level in TCP format and then translated into IP format by the Fed_i Host network level
to enter LAN_i. From LAN_i they exit in LLC/MAC802.5 format to enter the GW_ifragmentation
section (FRAG) that fragments them into X.25 format to be transferred by the transfer section
(TRANS) to the WAN. Vice versa for the GW_x, where X.25 packets are re-assembled by its
reassembly section (REA) into LLC/MAC802.3 format to be forwarded to the LAN_x by the
Transfer section (TRANS).
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Fed_i Host
(Layer 6 and 5 func ons)

(Layer 4 and 3 func ons)

(Layer 2 and 1 funct.)
Exp

FRAG

Packet source

TRANS

GW_i

LAN_i

.
.

Fed_x Hosts
(Layer 4 and 3 func ons)

(Layer 6 and 5 func ons)

.
.

Exp

REA

TRANS

GW_x

REA

ACK

Packet sink

(Layer 2 and 1 funct.)

LAN_x

FIGURE 7: View of the network performance model.

LAN_x transfers such frames to Fed_x Hosts, which in turns re-assembles them into IP packets
and then into TCP frames, in the re-assembly section (REA). The received TCP frames are finally
passed to the application level and are acknowledged by the sending of an ACK packet back to
Fed_i Host, by the acknowledger section (ACK). The token pool [9] is introduced to represent the
window-type flow control procedure implemented by the TCP between the source and the sink
(see later).
In summary, the considered network consists of various subsystems each of different complexity,
each sub-system in turn consisting of various subsystems of various complexities. Each LAN, for
example, is in itself a complex network (not illustrated here), and similarly the WAN.
Producing a model of the network with all details of each LAN, all details of the WAN, etc., could
yield so many components and details to make the model very difficult to handle, and its
evaluation very time-consuming.
In order to obtain a tractable model, a hierarchical hybrid approach [11] can be foreseen.
To this scope, three abstraction levels are introduced:
Level-1 abstraction: At this level the separable sub-systems are identified according to
decomposability theory [10], and studied in isolation. Assume the LANsare separable subsystems. In this case they can be preliminarily studied separately from the rest of the network,
then evaluated to obtain their end-to-end delay, and finally substituted in the network model by
equivalent service centers whose service timesare the end-to-end delays obtained above. If
separation is possible, each LAN model (that normally consists of a very large number of service
centers) is collapsed into a single equivalent center. The decomposability conditions for the
4
LANs, can be verified , and are respected in the considered model.
In conclusion, at this level sub-systems LAN_1, through LAN_kare separately evaluated to obtain
their equivalent end-to-end delay and areeach replaced by a single equivalent center, as
illustrated in Fig.7. The evaluation gives the distributions (e.g.: exponential in the Fig.7 case) of
the LAN equivalent service time and its parameters (mean, variance, etc.), calculated basing on
the model of the software run by the LAN and the capacity of the hardware [11].

4

Generally speaking, the decomposability condition holds when the events that are injected from the external systems into
the separable sub-system (i.e. from Fed_i Host into LAN_i and from GW_x into LAN_x) are very rare with respect to the
events that take place internally to the sub-system. This can be also empirically verified by comparing the average
service rates of the external systems with the ones internal to the LANs. In the specific case, the formers are orders of
magnitude smaller than the latters.
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Note that the evaluation of the equivalent service time of each LAN may take into consideration
the fact that there might exist many Hosts on the some LAN and that some of them might not be
part of the federation.
To complete Level-1 network model the GW_i, the GW_x, the WAN and the Hosts are also to be
modeled.
The GW_i can be shown to consist of two stages (of Erl-5 and Cox-2 distribution, as in the
illustration), with parameters (mean, variance, etc.) again calculated basing on the model of the
software run by the gateway and its hardware capacity [11]. A similar work is done for GW_x,
which is shown to consist of two stages (Exp and Erl-5) and relating parameters. As far as the
WAN is concerned, this can be shown to be globally modeled by an Exp multi-server center, as
illustrated in Fig.7 and relating parameter.
Finally, the two Hosts are modeled as being each divided into two sections to represent the
division of work between the Layer 6 and 5 OSI protocol functions and the Layer 4 and 3
functions.
Level-2 abstraction: At this level, the window-type flow control procedure operated at transport
level by the TCP protocol is modeled on the simplified network obtained at Level.1.
In order to represent such a flow control between the exit of the first section of Fed_i Host and the
entrance of the first section of Fed_x Hosts, the so-called passive queue [9] is used, consisting of
a token pool with the GET and RELEASE nodes. For a window size C, the pool consists of C
tokens, and so up to C consecutive TCP frames can get a token at the GET node and be
admitted. Non-admitted packets are enqueued in front of the GET node. On the other hand, each
leaving packet releases its token at the RELEASE node, thus allowing another packet to enter.
When data transfer takes place in the opposite direction, the GET node with its queue takes the
place of the RELEASE node, and vice versa.
The Level-2 model is however still too complex to be evaluated in closed form, and thus its
evaluation is made by simulation. The evaluation will yield the acknowledgement throughput [11]
(or number of returned ACKs per time unit), denoted as γ(C-n), where C is the chosen window
size, n the number of acknowledged packets and (C-n) the number of still unacknowledged ones
in the network.
Level-3 abstraction: At this level the entire network NS (or ND) is replaced by a single equivalent
center (see Fig.8) whose service rate is the ACK throughput γ (C-n) calculated at abstraction
level 2. In other words, the entire network NS (or ND) is now seen as a single server system with
arrival rate λ (the packets arrival rate from the user application in Fed_i Host) and mean service
timeparameters of value E(tS) depending on the γ (C-n) throughput [11], namely:

 1 ,0 ≤ i ≤ C
 γ (i)
E(ts ) = 
 1γ (C), i > C


(2)

with i the number of packets in the queue, including the server. Such a model is of the M/M/1 type
with state-dependent service time(i.e. dependent on the number n of packets in the center), which
5
can be evaluated according to standardprocedures [9]. Its response time gives the network ∆NS

5

The Poisson assumption (M) for the arrival process of mean λ is a reasonable assumption for the packets flow from the
client user application. The exponential assumption (M) for the network service time is a pessimistic assumption that
introduces a security factor, which can however be replaced by a general service time assumption (G) by introducing the
coxian approximation.
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(or ∆ND) delayto be used for NS (or ND) in the Fig.5 PM (in other words, the NS or ND equivalent
service times to be used in the federation PM).
Network response me (∆NS or ∆ND )
i
λ

Network equivalent
service center

Network service me
E(ts)

FIGURE 8:Synthetic model of NS (or ND)

As said at the beginning of this Section, by use of the NS (or ND) network model, what-if and
sensitivity analysis can be performed of various network components (LANs, GWs, WAN, etc.) or
of various functions (window size C) to answer the Fig.2 question “exists alternative NS (or ND)?”
of the LS/DS decision procedure.

5. The OMNet++ version of the PM(DS(Σ)) and model parameterization
To perform an example prediction of the DS(Σ) execution time (TDS) to be used in the Fig.2
decision procedure, we developed the OMNet++ simulation version of the Fig.5 model for a k=2
federates case (Fed_1 and Fed_2). Only the Fed_1 part (Fig.4) and the NS and NDnodes are
shown in Fig.9. As said above, the model structure is valid for any system Σ and only its
parameters, illustrated in Tab.1, (i.e., the CPU service time, the ND and NS service times, the pQUIT
and pSYNC routing probabilities) may change with Σ.

NS
ND

FIGURE9: OMNet++ simulation version of the PM(DS(Σ)) Fed_i.

The derived parameters for a Σ example case [12]are illustrated in Tab.1.
Distribution
Fed_i Host CPU service time tCPU
(i=1, 2)

positive truncated-Normal

NS, NDservice time tS

k-Pareto, k =4
pQUIT

Routing parameters
pSYNC

Parameters
E(tCPU) = 10ms (Scen.A)
E(tCPU) = 500ms (Scen.B)
σ2(tCPU) = 1
E(tS) = 21ms
0,001 (Fed_1);
0,001(Fed_2)
0,82 (Fed_1);
0,74 (Fed_2)

TABLE 1: Model parameters for a two-federate DS.
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As can be seen from the table, there exist three types of parameters: the Fed_i Host CPU
parameters, the NSand NDparameters and the routing parameters (pQUIT and pSYNC).
The Fed_i Host CPU service time parameters vary with the job class (Ci or CRC) and are derived
fromthe CPU capacity and the Fed_i software run by the CPU, as seen in Sect.3.1. For the sake
of simplicity, in this example a common mean E(tCPU) of10msor 500ms (for Scenarios A and B
respectively, see later) is chosen for both classes.
The parameters for the ND and NS networks are instead derived from the software run by the
network components and their capacity, as seen in Sect.3.2.
The routing parameters pQUIT and pSYNC, finally, can be derived from measurements on LS(Σ), in
particular, by counting the number of events nintEvents, ndisEvents, ndisToIntEvents which respectively
denote the number of local events (internal events), the number of events sent from a potential
Fed_1 to a potential Fed_2, and the number of events received from a potentialFed_2. Such
counting can be easily performed collecting the number of LS events in a simulation experiment
for a given hypothetical LS partitioning into two federates. Indeed, it is possible to be convinced
[12] that under the conservative time-management assumption, one may write:
pQUIT = 1/ ncycles,

(3)

where ncycles is the number of local-HLA processing cycles. Value ncycles can be estimated by the
number of events locally processed within the model partition. More specifically,
ncycles = nIntEvents+ ndisToIntEvents

(4)

Similarly, under the same assumption, one may write:
pSYNC = nIntEvents/ (nIntEvents+ndisEvents)

(5)

Basing on the Fed_i Host CPU parameters, the NS and ND parameters and the routing
parameters, the OMNet++ code simulation model has been run to obtain the T’’DSpredictions
shown in Tab.2. This was carried-out [13,14] in two scenarios A and B: Scenario A being one in
which the fraction Q of inherently serial computation was high and Scenario B in which Q was
low.
The first column in Tab.2 reports the local simulator execution time TLS. The second column
reports the distributed simulator execution time T’’DS predicted by OMNet++ simulator of the PM,
and the third column the times of the real distributed simulator DS (that was implemented in
Java+HLA). Such a column thus provides a validation of the PM results, and shows how the
predicted results adequately match the real ones. Note that in Scenario B the execution times
are in minutes while in Scenario A they are in seconds. This is since Scenario B is built in a way
to yield a high computation-to-communication ratio. In other words, a large amount of
computation between communications.
TLS
A (high Q)
B (low Q)

0.7s
33 min

PM results
(OMNet++ predictions)
T’’DS = 8.3s
T’’DS = 12.5 min

PM validation
(real DS measurements)
T’’DS = 8.2s
T’’DS = 12.0 min

TABLE 2: Execution-time results.

Tab.2 also shows how in the Scenario B the distributed simulator outperforms the local one.
Indeed, in such a Scenario the DS execution time (T’’DS) is much lower than the LS time (TLS).
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Finally by using the expression S’’ = TLS/T’’DS, the results in Tab.2 were used to obtain the
speedup results shown in Tab.3.

A: High Q
B: low Q

PM results
S = 0.08
S = 2.64

TABLE 3: Speedup results.

This table shows that a quite good speedup (S’’ =2.64) is obtained in the B Scenario. In other
words, in this case the run-time gain obtained by the parallel execution on two hosts
compensates for the data and synch communication overheads. In the scenario A, instead, the
parallelism does not yield a sufficient run-time gain to compensate for the overheads, and the
resulting speedup (S=0.08) is practically irrelevant.
The Tab.2 and 3 results are used by the decision procedure of Fig.2 to decide at design-time
whether to remain on the LS version of the simulator or implement its DS version. In case the
T’’DS execution time are not considered “ok” (see Fig.2), one may either try a new tentative
partitioning (to modify the pSYNC parameters, see Sect.3.1) or try alternative networks NS and ND
of improved capabilities (to modify the E(tS) parameters, see Sect.3.2). In case no partitioning nor
network improvements can be found, one may decide not to implement the DS(Σ).

6. CONCLUSION
The execution time of a Distributed Simulator (DS) depends on 3 interacting factors: the speedup,
the synch-communication overhead and the data-communication overhead, due to network
delays.
The combination of such 3 factors makes it very hard to predict the advantage of transforming a
local version of the simulator (LS) into a distributed version (DS).
A LS/DS decision procedure has been proposed to decide at design-time whether to remain on
the LS version of the simulator or carry out the implementation of its DS version. The procedure
is guided by a performance model (PM) of the DS. The PM assumes the DS is based on the HLA
protocol standard and middleware. The model can be used both to support the LS/DS decision
process and to evaluate the representativeness of the DS(Σ) at design-time.
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Abstract
This paper proposes an algorithm to evaluate the probability that d units of data can be sent from the
source node to the sink node through a valid group of paths on a network. The conditions of transmission
are such that the transmission time of each path belonging to this valid group of paths does not exceed
the specified upper bound T, and that the maximal capacity of that path is not less than the specified
lower bound Cs (the required system capacity). Such a probability, which is called the system reliability, is
denoted by R(d,Cs,T). Based on minimal paths, the algorithm generates all the lower boundary points for
(d,Cs,T), and the system reliability can then be calculated in terms of all the lower boundary points for
(d,Cs,T) by applying the inclusion-exclusion rule.
Keywords: Time and capacity constraints, minimal path, stochastic-flow network, system reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION
The system reliability of a flow network Rd is the probability that the maximum flow of the network is not
less than a given demand d (which is known as a single commodity). For the case when each arc has
several capacities and may fail, [1] presented an algorithm to evaluate Rd in terms of minimal pathsets. In
[2], Lin presents an algorithm to evaluate Rd for the case when both the arc and the node have several
capacities and may fail. A flow network with two commodities has been studied in [3].
The system reliability of a flow network R(d,C) is defined as the probability that d units of flow can be
transmitted from the source node to the sink node, such that the total transmission cost is less than or
equal to C; this can be computed in terms of minimal path vectors to level (d,C) (named (d,C)-MPs). In
[4], Lin presented an algorithm to generate all (d,C)-MPs of such a system for each level (d,C) in terms of
minimal path sets, considering the fact that each arc has several capacities and may fail. For the case
when each node and arc having a designated capacity has a different lower level owing to various partial
and complete failures, Lin [5] proposed an efficient algorithm, based on minimal paths, that generates all
lower boundary points for (d,C). The system reliability can then be calculated in terms of all lower
boundary points for (d,C) by applying the inclusion-exclusion rule. The system reliability R(d,C) of a
multicommodity flow network has been studied in [6] and [7].
The system reliability of a flow network R(d,T) is defined as the probability that d units of data can be sent
from the source to the sink through a stochastic-flow network within T units of time. Based on minimal
paths, Lin presented an algorithm to calculate R(d,T) [8].
The idea of considering path capacity and the required system capacity Cs in the reliability evaluation is
referred to in [9]. The authors stated that a system is good if and only if it is possible to successfully
transmit the required capacity from the source node to the sink node.
In this paper, we will extend the idea of using Cs to a flow network. We suppose that the system has a
limited capacity value Cs, and we want to send d units of data within T units of time. Thus, we have a new
measure of the system reliability of a flow network denoted by R(d,Cs,T). This new measure is defined as
the probability that d units of data can be sent from the source node to the sink node through a valid
group of paths on the network within the transmission time (T) under the required system capacity (Cs)
constraints.
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2. NOTATIONS and ASSUMPTIONS
2.1 Notations
G(A, N, C)

A stochastic-flow network with a set of arcs A =

{a i 1 ≤ i ≤ n} , a set of nodes N, and

C = {C 1 , C 2 ,..., C n } with Ci (an integer) being the maximum capacity of each arc
X
MPs
mpj
li
Cs
R(d,Cs,T)

ai .

Capacity vector; X = (x1, x2, …, xn).
Minimal paths.
Minimal path no. j; j = 1, 2,…, m.
The lead time of arc ai.
The required system capacity.
The system reliability for a given demand d under the constraints of T and Cs.

2.2 Assumptions
1- The capacity of each component

a i is an integer-valued random variable that takes values

i

0 < 1 < 2 < ... < M according to a given distribution.
2- The flow in G must satisfy the so-called flow-conservation law.
3- The capacities of different components are statistically independent.

3. AN ALGORITHM for COMPUTING R(d,Cs,T)
3.1 Definition of lower boundary points for (d,Cs,T).
If X is a minimal capacity vector such that the network can send d units of data from the source to the sink
within T units of time under a system capacity Cs, then X is a lower boundary point for (d,Cs,T).
3.2 Generate all Lower Boundary Points for (d,Cs,T).
In the following steps, for each minimal path mpj = {aj1, aj2,…, ajn}, we show how to find the minimal
capacity vector X j = (x1, x2,…, xi,…, xn) such that the network sends d units of data within T units of time
under a maximum system capacity Cs.
1. For all mpj, examine the path capacities Cmpj as
Cmpj = min{Ci|ai ∈ mpj}, j = 1, 2,…, m.
2. For all mpj, calculate the transmission time of the path Tj as

…(1)

n

Tj =

∑{l | a ∈ mp } + d / C 
i

i

j

…(2)

s

i =1

3. Determine the valid group paths, Vmp = {mpj| Cmpj ≥ Cs and Tj ≤ T, j = 1, 2,…, m}.
4. Generate the system capacity vector X j = (x1, x2,…, xi,…, xn) for each mpj that belongs to Vmp as
follows:
C if a i ∈ mp j
xi =  s
…(3)
otherwise
0
j
where xi is an element of X .
Lemma 1. If X is a lower boundary point for (d,Cs,T), then the system capacity under X is greater than or
equal to Cs, and the minimum transmission time under X is less than T.
1

2

q

Lemma 2. The set generated by the algorithm 3.2—X , X ,…, X —is the set of lower boundary points for
(d,Cs,T).
3.3 Evaluate R(d,Cs,T)
If X1, X2,…, Xq are the collection of all (d,Cs,T)-mp, then the system reliability Rd,Cs,T is defined by
q

U

R ( d ,Cs,T ) = Pr{

{Y Y ≥ X i }}

i =1

…(4)

where Pr{Y} = Pr{y1 } ⋅ Pr{y 2 } ⋅ ... ⋅ Pr{y n } . We will use the inclusion-execlusion rule presented in [10]
to calculate Rd,Cs,T as follows:
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If

A1 = {Y Y ≥ X 1}, A 2 = {Y Y ≥ X 2 }, ..., A q = {Y Y ≥ X q } , then apply the inclusion-exclusion rule to

calculate Rd,Cs,T using the following relationship:

R ( d ,Cs,T ) =

∑ Pr{A } − ∑ Pr{A ∩ A } + ∑ Pr{A
i

i

+ ( −1)

i

j

i≠ j
q −1

i

∩ A j ∩ A k } − ... +

…(5)

i ≠ j≠ k

Pr{A1 ∩ A 2 ∩ ... ∩ A q }

4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Here, we use the network in Fig. 1 that was studied in [8]. This network has five nodes and eight arcs,
which are numbered from a1 to a8. The capacity and lead time of each arc are shown in Table 1.

a4

a1
a2

s

a5

t

a6

a3

a8

a7
FIGURE 1: Computer network

There are six minimal paths: mp1 = {a1,a2}, mp2 = {a1,a5,a8}, mp3 = {a1,a2,a6}, mp4 = {a1,a2,a7,a8}, mp5 =
{a3,a6}, and mp6 = {a3,a7,a8}. Given d = 8 and T = 9, Tables 2, 3, and 4 summarize the values of Cmpj and
Tj for each path mpj for the different values of Cs, using the algorithm 3.2. Also, below each table we show
the value of Vmp and the corresponding X vectors, as well as the system reliability Rd,Cs,T.

Arc

Capacity

Probability

Lead
time

a1

3
2
1
0

0.80
0.10
0.05
0.05

2

a2

2
1
0

0.80
0.10
0.05
0.05

1

a3

1
0

0.85
0.10
0.05

3

a4

1
0

0.90
0.10

3

a5

1
0

0.90
0.10

1

Arc

Capacity

Probability

a6

4
3
2
1
0

0.60
0.20
0.10
0.05
0.05

a7

5
4
3
2
1
0

0.55
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.05

a8

3
2
1
0

0.80
0.10
0.05
0.05

Lead
time

2

2

1

Table 1: Arc data for Fig. 1
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mpj

Cmpj

Transmission
Time Tj

mpj

Cmpj

Transmission
Time Tj

mp1

1

13

mp4

3

14

mp2

1

12

mp5

2

13

mp3

3

13

mp6

2

14

Table 2: Values of Cmpj and Tj when Cs = 1

According to Table 2, there is no path satisfies constraints of T and Cs. So, Vmp = Φ , i.e., the X1, X2,…,
6
X , does not exist. Therefore, R(8,1,9) = 0.
mpj

Cmpj

Transmission
Time Tj

mpj

Cmpj

Transmission
Time Tj

mp1

1

9

mp4

3

10

mp2

1

8

mp5

2

9

mp3

3

9

mp6

2

10

Table 3: Values of Cmpj and Tj when Cs = 2

According to Table 3, Vmp = {mp3,mp5} because Cmp3 is greater than Cs and Cmp5 is equal to Cs.
3
Furthermore, both T3 and T5 are equal to T. Thus, we have X = (2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0) and
5
X = (0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0). Let A 3 = {Y Y ≥ X 3 } and A 5 = {Y Y ≥ X 5 } . Then, the system reliability

R (8, 2,9 ) = Pr{A 3 U A 5 } = 0.89145, using the inclusion-exclusion rule, where

Pr{A 3 } = Pr{Y ≥ ( 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 )}
= Pr{x 1 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 2 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 3 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 4 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 5 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 6 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 7 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 8 ≥ 0}
= 0.90 × 0.90 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 0.90 × 1 × 1 = 0.729
Pr{A 5 } = Pr{Y ≥ (0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0)}
= Pr{x 1 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 2 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 3 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 4 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 5 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 6 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 7 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 8 ≥ 0}
= 1 × 1 × 0.95 × 1 × 1 × 0.90 × 1 × 1 = 0.855
Pr{A 3 I A 5 } = Pr{Y ≥ ( 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 )}
= Pr{x 1 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 2 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 3 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 4 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 5 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 6 ≥ 2} × Pr{x 7 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 8 ≥ 0}
= 0.90 × 0.90 × 0.95 × 1 × 1 × 0.90 × 1 × 1 = 0.69255

mpj

Cmpj

Transmission
Time Tj

mpj

Cmpj

Transmission
Time Tj

mp1

1

8

mp4

3

9

mp2

1

7

mp5

2

8

mp3

3

8

mp6

2

9

Table 4: Values of Cmpj and Tj when Cs = 3

It is clear that Vmp = {mp3,mp4} because both Cmp3 and Cmp4 are equal to Cs. Also, T3 is less than T and T4
is equal to T.
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Then, we have X3 = (3 3 0 0 0 3 0 0) and X4 = (3 3 0 0 0 0 3 3). Let A 3 = {Y Y ≥ X 3 } and A 4 = {Y Y ≥ X 4 } .
Then, the system reliability is R (8,3,9 ) = Pr{A 3 U A 4 } = 0.5888, using the inclusion-exclusion rule, where

Pr{A 3 } = Pr{Y ≥ (3 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 )}
= Pr{x 1 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 2 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 3 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 4 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 5 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 6 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 7 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 8 ≥ 0}
= 0.80 × 0.80 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 0.80 × 1 × 1 = 0.512
Pr{A 4 } = Pr{Y ≥ ( 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 3)}
= Pr{x 1 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 2 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 3 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 4 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 5 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 6 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 7 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 8 ≥ 3}
= 0.80 × 0.80 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 0.75 × 0.80 = 0.384
Pr{A 3 I A 4 } = Pr{Y ≥ (3 3 0 0 0 3 3 3)}
= Pr{x 1 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 2 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 3 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 4 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 5 ≥ 0} × Pr{x 6 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 7 ≥ 3} × Pr{x 8 ≥ 3}
= 0.80 × 0.80 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 0.80 × 0.75 × 0.80 = 0.3072

5. DISCUSSION
Algorithm 3.2 needs O(mn) time to generate all lower boundary points for (d,Cs,T) in the worst case,
where n is the number of arcs and m is the number of minimal paths. Algorithm 3.3 needs O(m2n) time to
evaluate the system reliability in the worst case [8], using the inclusion-exclusion rule. Therefore, the total
2
time needed by the algorithm is O(mn) + O(m n) to calculate the system reliablity R(d,Cs,T) in the worst
case. In comparison with the algorithm presented in [8] to evaluate reliability under the constraint T, the
presented algorithm in this paper needs the same time (O(mn) + O(m2n)) to evaluate reliability under CS
and T constraints.

6. CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORK
A new definition of the system reliability of a flow network to a given demand d has been presented,
which takes into account both the required system capacity (Cs) and the transmission time (T). In
addition, an algorithm has been presented for the calculation of R(d,Cs,T). The algorithm is based on the
use of minimal paths to generate all lower boundary points for (d,Cs,T), and to then calculate the system
reliability R(d,Cs,T) using the inclusion-exclusion rule.
Finally, we have illustrated the use of the proposed algorithm by calculating the reliability of a flow
network for a given network taken from the literature.
The algorithm has proved to be efficient and may be used to compute the system reliability of a
multicommodity flow network.
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Abstract
The last years have seen an exponentially growing interest for mobile telecommunication services. As
a consequence, a great diversity of applications is expected to be supported by cellular networks. To
answer this ever increasing demand, the ITU-R defined the requirements that the fourth generation (4G)
of mobile standards must fulfill. Today, two especially promising candidates for 4G stand out: WiMAX
and LTE. However, 4G cellular networks are still far from being implemented, and the high deployment
costs render over-provisioning out of question. We thus propose in this paper accurate and convenient
analytical models well-suited for the complex dimensioning of these promising access networks. Our
main interest is WiMAX, yet, we show how our models can be easily used to consider LTE cells since
both technologies are based on OFDMA. Generic Markovian models are developed specifically for three
service classes defined in the WiMAX standard: UGS, ertPS and BE, respectively corresponding to VoIP,
VoIP with silence suppression and best-effort traffic. First, we consider cells carrying either UGS, ertPS
or BE traffic. Three methods to combine the previous models are then proposed to assume both UGS
and BE traffic in the studied cell. Finally, we provide a way to easily integrate the ertPS traffic and obtain
a UGS/ertPS/BE model able to account for multiple traffic profiles in each service class while keeping
an instantaneous resolution. The proposed models are compared in depth with realistic simulations that
show their accuracy. Lastly, we demonstrate through different examples how our models can be used to
answer dimensioning issues which would be intractable with simulations.
Keywords: performance evaluation, analytical models, OFDMA, 4G, cell dimensioning, service integration.

1

INTRODUCTION

The fourth generation (4G) of mobile networks is coming to answer the ever increasing demand. Two
main candidates for 4G are emerging: WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) and
3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution). They both propose air interfaces based on OFDMA.
WiMAX leans on the IEEE 802.16 family of standards. The first operative version of IEEE 802.16 is
802.16-2004 (fixed/nomadic WiMAX) [2]. It was followed by a ratification of amendment IEEE 802.16e
(mobile WiMAX) in 2005 [3]. A new standard, 802.16m, is currently under definition to provide even
higher efficiency. In addition, the consortium WiMAX Forum was found to specify profiles (technology
options are chosen among those proposed by the IEEE standard), define an end-to-end architecture
(IEEE does not go beyond physical and MAC layer), and certify products (through inter-operability tests).
As for LTE, it has first been introduced in 3GPP Release 8 as a set of improvements to UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System), a widespread third generation mobile technology. An enhanced
version of the LTE technology, named LTE Advanced, is under development in 3GPP Release 10 to
achieve even better performance.
A great number of services such as voice, video and web are to be offered by 4G mobile networks. To
this aim, several service classes have been defined in the WiMAX standard corresponding to specific
QoS needs. Among them are UGS (Unsolicited Granted Service), ertPS (enhanced real-time Polling
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Service) and BE (Best Effort). UGS corresponds to applications reserving a part of the resource to obtain a constant bitrate (mostly VoIP without silence suppression). ertPS has been especially designed to
carry VoIP with silence suppression traffic. Finally, BE carries elastic traffic generated by web applications. Unlike WiMAX, LTE standards do not specify service classes however different mechanisms are
proposed to achieve similar QoS.
Most manufacturers and operators are still under trial phases. As deployment of 4G cellular networks is
under way, the need arises for fast and efficient tools used for network design and performance evaluation
and able to account for these different services.
Literature on performance evaluation of cellular networks with service integration is constituted of two
sets of papers: i) packet-level simulations that precisely implement system details and scheduling
schemes; ii) analytical models and optimization algorithms that derive performance metrics at user-level.
Among the latter set of papers, Borst and Hegde presented in [8] an analytical framework for wireless
networks supporting a combination of streaming and elastic traffic. The authors proposed to handle
the streaming connections first because of their priority over elastic traffic. Then, they used the quasistationary assumption first formulated by Delcoigne and al. in [12] to account for the elastic traffic without
exponentially increasing the resolution complexity of their modeling. Indeed, this assumption enables to
exploit the different time scales of streaming and elastic flows through astute averages to obtain the
performance of the elastic flows. Note however that their study do not provide closed-form expressions
of the service rates which in some cases can require high computation times or even turn intractable. In
addition, this approach does not allow to observe the impact of QoS degradations on the performance
parameters.
In [13], Dirani, Tarhini and Chahed designed a simple Markov chain for performance evaluation of a
mobile network with one dimension corresponding to streaming and the other to elastic traffic. They too
made use of the quasi-stationary assumption from [12] to simplify the resolution of their bidimensional
model. However, the variations of the radio channel were not taken into account in their study. To answer
this problem, Tarhini and Chahed introduced in [30] an extension of the previous model. They included
in the states of the Markov chain the current channel conditions of the streaming and elastic users.
They also added transitions corresponding to the probabilities that the channel conditions of a user
change before the end of a connection. The resulting multi-dimensional model requires time-consuming
numerical resolution, and thus, prevents in-depth dimensioning.
Niyato and Hossain presented in [27] a queuing model for bandwidth allocation in a WiMAX cell. To
account for multiple services with specific QoS requirements independently from each other, they introduced a complete partitionning of the available resource among the different types of traffic using linear
programming. Yet, setting fixed thresholds for each services can lead to a huge waste of bandwidth in
cellular networks where radio conditions and demands of users can widely fluctuate in short amounts
of time. Also, they do not account for the adaptive slot scheduling specific to OFDMA-based cellular
networks.
Not specific to service integration, generic analytical models for performance evaluation of cellular networks have been proposed in [7], [6], [24]. They are mostly based on multi-class processor-sharing
queues with each class corresponding to users having similar radio conditions and subsequently equal
data rates. These models implicitly consider that users can only switch class between two successive
data transfers. However, in broadband systems like WiMAX and LTE, radio conditions and thus data
rates of a particular user can change frequently during a data transfer. In addition, the capacity of a cell
may change as a result of varying radio conditions of users.
We presented in [15], [14] novel analytical models dedicated to BE traffic that take into account frame
structure, precise slot sharing-based scheduling and channel quality variation of broadband wireless
systems. Unlike existing models [7], [6], [24], ours are adapted to the specifics of OFDMA systems. They
also offer instantaneous resolution even in multi-traffic cases: closed-form expressions are provided
for all performance parameters. Moreover, our approach makes it possible to consider the so-called
“outage” situation. A user experiences an outage, if at a given time radio conditions are so bad that it
cannot transfer any data and is thus not scheduled.
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In this paper, we extend our models to consider UGS and ertPS traffic in addition to BE traffic. We first
only consider either UGS, ertPS or BE traffic in the studied cell and provide extensions of the resulting
models to take into account multi-profile traffic. Then, we propose methods to combine these models
into a UGS/BE model considering a cell with both UGS and BE traffic. Finally, we integrate ertPS traffic
into this model and obtain a UGS/ertPS/BE model able to account for each service class while keeping
an instantaneous resolution.
To avoid confusion between WiMAX and LTE, we focus on WiMAX throughout this paper. However, we
detail how the models presented here can be used for performance evaluation of an LTE cell.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the modeling assumptions are listed and the specific
details on both WiMAX and LTE networks needed to understand our analytic framework are provided.
Sections 3, 4 and 5 present our analytical models for UGS, ertPS and BE service classes respectively.
As a first step, methods to combine these models into an UGS/BE model are introduced and compared
in Section 6. Then, in Section 7, we integrate ertPS traffic into our model and validate the resulting
UGS/ertPS/BE model through comparisons with simulations. Lastly, Section 8, provides examples of
WiMAX dimensioning processes using this model.

2

MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

Our analytical models stand on several assumptions related to the system, the channel and the traffic.
The validity of these assumptions has been thoroughly discussed in our study of BE traffic [15]. To
avoid any possible confusion, between WiMAX and LTE specifics, we initially only consider the WiMAX
technology. The assumptions shared by the models mentioned in this paper are presented and, wherever required, related particulars of WiMAX systems are specified. In addition, various notations are
introduced. Lastly, we explain how these assumptions can be adapted to consider an LTE cell.
2.1
2.1.1

WiMAX Modeling
System

A WiMAX time division duplex (TDD) frame is divided in slots using Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM). A slot occupies space both in the time and frequency domains and is the smallest
unit of resource that can be allocated to a mobile. A frame is comprised of two parts: one is dedicated
to uplink and the other to downlink. Besides, a portion of the frame is used for overhead (e.g., UL_MAP
and DL_MAP). The duration TF of this TDD frame is equal to 5 ms [3].
1. We consider a single WiMAX cell and focus in this paper on the downlink part which is a critical
portion of asymmetric data traffic. However, our models can also be used for the dimensioning of
the uplink part in a similar way.
2. We assume that there is a mean number of slots available for data transmission in the downlink
part of each TDD frame denoted by N̄S . This number is a mean value because the size of the
downlink part can vary with the downlink to uplink bandwidth ratio which can be adjusted dynamically over time. The size of the overhead, increasing with the number of multiplexed transmissions
per frame, can also affect the number of available downlink slots. However, we consider that the
small variations of the amount of overhead are not significant in regard to the size of the downlink
part.
3. In the case of UGS (respectively ertPS) traffic, we consider that there is a limit Vmax (resp. Wmax )
to the number of simultaneous calls accepted in the cell. On the contrary, regarding BE traffic,
we assume that all mobiles can simultaneously be in active transfer. As a consequence, any BE
connection demand will be accepted and no blocking can occur.
Note that this last assumption implicitly states that no admission control of BE connections is implemented in the system. However, the BE model can be easily modified to account for a system with an
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admission controller limiting the number of simultaneous active BE transfers. Indeed, as detailed in [15],
we just have to truncate the BE Markov chain accordingly.
2.1.2

Channel

One of the important features of IEEE 802.16e is link adaptation: different modulation and coding
schemes (MCS) allows a dynamic adaptation of the transmission to the radio conditions. Many subcarrier permutations defining how the pilot and data subcarriers should be distributed over the subchannels
are proposed in the standard. As the number of data subcarriers per slot is the same for all permutation
schemes [11], the number of bits carried by a slot for a given MCS is constant. The selection of appropriate MCS is carried out according to the value of signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). In case of
outage, i.e., if the SINR is too low, no data can be transmitted without error. We denote the radio channel
states as: M CSk , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , where K is the number of MCS. By extension, M CS0 represents the
outage state. The number of bits transmitted per slot by a mobile using M CSk is denoted by mk . For
the particular case of outage, m0 = 0.
The radio link quality in broadband wireless networks like WIMAX is highly variable. As such, the MCS
used by a given mobile can change very often.
4. We assume that each mobile sends a feedback channel estimation on a frame by frame basis,
and thus, the base station can change its MCS every frame. Since we do not make any distinction
between users and consider all mobiles as statistically identical, we associate a probability pk with
each coding scheme M CSk , and assume that, at each time-step TF , any mobile has a probability
pk to use M CSk . Table 1 presents examples of MCS and their associated probabilities.
MCS

bits per slot

Outage
QPSK-1/2
QPSK-3/4
16QAM-1/2
16QAM-3/4

m0 = 0
m1 = 48
m2 = 72
m3 = 96
m4 = 144

probability

p0
p1
p2
p3
p4

= 0.02
= 0.12
= 0.31
= 0.08
= 0.47

Table 1: Channel Parameters.
As a result, our analytical model only depends upon stationary probabilities of using the different MCS
and does not explicitly take into account the radio channel dynamics. These probabilities can be accurately obtained from famous statistical fading models such as Rayleigh or Rician models as shown
in numerous publications including [20], [25], [31]. In addition, other methods can be considered. By
example, in [19] a spatial model is used while in [26] a semi-analytical approach is proposed based on
an interpolation of simulation results.
Finally, note that the robustness of this assumption to temporal channel correlation has been validated
through extensive simulations considering radio channels with memory as shown in section 7.2.
2.1.3

Traffic

The traffic model is based on the following assumptions.
5. We assume that there is a fixed number N of mobiles sharing the available bandwidth of the
cell. The numbers of mobiles generating UGS, ertPS or BE traffic present in the cell are denoted,
respectively, by Nugs , Nertps and Nbe .
Note that operators find finite population models more suitable for the dimensioning of a cell. Indeed,
they have means to estimate the number of users they will have to serve in a cell and, as such, consider
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those models more appropriate. However, our models can be easily adapted to Poisson arrivals should
an infinite population assumption be considered [15].
6. Each of the N mobiles is assumed to generate an infinite length ON/OFF traffic. In the case of
UGS and ertPS traffics, an ON period corresponds to a call and is characterized by its duration. In
the case of BE traffic, an ON period corresponds to the download of an element (e.g., a web page
including all embedded objects). As opposed to UGS and ertPS ON periods, the downloading
duration depends on the system load and the radio link quality, so BE ON periods must be characterized by their size. Lastly, in each case, an OFF period corresponds to an idle time independent
of the system load and, as such, is characterized by its duration.
7. We assume that UGS and ertPS ON durations, BE ON sizes and each OFF duration are expoertps
nentially distributed. We denote by t̄ugs
the average durations of UGS and ertPS ON
on and t̄on
ugs
ertps
periods (in seconds), by x̄be
the
average
size
of
ON
data volumes (in bits) and by t̄of f , t̄of f or
on
t̄be
of f the average durations of OFF periods (in seconds).
Memoryless BE traffic distributions are strong assumptions that have been validated by numerous theoretical results. Several works on insensitivity (e.g., [5], [7], [18]) have shown (for systems fairly similar
to the one we are studying) that the average performance parameters are insensitive to the distribution
of ON and OFF periods. Moreover, note that we compare in Section 7.2 the results of our analytical
model with those of simulations considering a truncated Pareto ON size distribution. These comparisons
tend to prove that insensitivity still holds or is at least a very good approximation. Thus, memoryless
distributions are the most obvious choice to model BE traffic.
8. We consider absolute priorities between each service class. As such, at each frame, the available
slots are first allocated to UGS, then to ertPS and at last to BE connections.
No specific inter-class scheduling is suggested in the WiMAX standard. However, the QoS requirements
of each service class suggest that UGS traffic should always be served first, followed by ertPS traffic and
finally by BE traffic [23], [28], [29].
2.2

WiMAX to LTE Modeling

We detail here how a 3GPP LTE cell can be easily considered instead of a WiMAX cell as both technologies are based on OFDMA. In addition, we introduce the LTE particulars required to apprehend these
modifications whenever needed.
2.2.1

System

LTE frames are organized differently than WiMAX frames. Each LTE frame lasts 10 ms and is divided
into 10 subframes [1]. Contrary to WiMAX, a new scheduling is not done at each frame but at each
of these subframes. As a consequence, we need, in our modeling, to consider different time intervals
between two consecutive schedulings:

• WiMAX: frame duration, TF = 5 ms.
• LTE: subframe duration, TF = 1 ms.
An LTE subframe comprises of resource blocks which, similarly to WiMAX slots, occupy space in both
time and frequency domains. Although both LTE and WiMAX use OFDMA as their multiple access
scheme, they specify different smallest data allocation units. Indeed, the smallest data unit that can be
allocated to an LTE user is formed by a pair of resource blocks (i.e., two consecutive resource blocks
in either the frequency or the time domain). So, N̄S , the mean quantity of downlink resource available
during one time interval must be adjusted as follows:
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• WiMAX: N̄S is the mean number of downlink slots in a frame.
• LTE: N̄S is the mean number of downlink resource block pairs in a subframe.
2.2.2

Channel

WiMAX and LTE systems share the same adaptive modulation and coding mechanism so the M CSk
and pk parameters stay the same. But, the smallest data allocation unit differs for each technology and,
as such, the mk now represent different values whether we consider WiMAX or LTE:

• WiMAX: numbers of transmitted bits per slot using M CSk .
• LTE: numbers of transmitted bits per resource block pair using M CSk ,
mk = 2 Nre mre k ,

(1)

where Nre is the number of downlink resource elements in a resource block, which depends on the
antenna settings, and mre k is the number of transmitted bits per resource element using M CSk .
2.2.3

Traffic

The traffic generated by the mobiles present in the cell is not affected by the considered mobile technology. Thus, no adjustments are required to our traffic modeling assumptions.
Lastly, unlike WiMAX standards, LTE does not specify service classes. The traffic separation is possible instead by defining Evolved Packet System bearers (bearers for short) which provide differential
treatment for traffic with differing QoS requirements. The QoS parameters of the bearers enable to consider the same scheduling assumption than we do for our WiMAX models. As such, we keep those
assumptions for our modeling of LTE.

3

UGS MODEL

The UGS (Unsolicited Grant Service) service class has been designed to support real-time applications
periodically generating fixed-size data packets (e.g., VoIP without silence suppression). In this section,
we provide the models we use to characterize the UGS traffic of a WiMAX cell. Let us highlight that
even though they are based on the famous Engset model [16], we still need to adapt to the specifics
of OFDMA and our channel model. Indeed, it would not be possible to formulate crucial performance
parameters such as the mean throughput achieved by the mobiles and the mean utilization of the frames
otherwise.
We consider in these models that only UGS mobiles (i.e., mobiles generating only UGS traffic) are
present in the cell we study. How to model cells with traffic of several service classes is addressed in
Sections 6 and 7.
3.1

Mono-Traffic Model

An UGS call corresponds to an utilization of the resource in circuit mode. The reserved bit rate associated to each UGS connection is called Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR). In a first phase, no distinctions
between users are made: all mobiles are considered statistically identical. As such, we assume that the
Nugs users are generating infinite-length ON/OFF constant bit rate traffics with the same traffic profile
ugs
(GBR, t̄ugs
on , t̄of f ).
The amount of resource, i.e., the number of slots, needed at each frame by an UGS connection to
achieve its GBR varies with the MCS it uses. In order to prevent the losses caused by outage periods,
we assume that an UGS connection reserves a slightly greater bit rate than its GBR, called Delivered Bit
Rate (DBR):

DBR =

GBR
.
1 − p0
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We model this system by a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) where each state v , represents the
total number of concurrent UGS calls, regardless of the coding scheme they use. The maximum number
of UGS calls accepted being Vugs = min (Nugs , Vmax ), this chain is thus made of Vugs + 1 states as
shown in Fig 1.

• A transition out of a generic state v to state v +1 occurs when a mobile in OFF period starts its call.
This “arrival” transition corresponds to one mobile among the (Nugs − v) in OFF period, ending its
idle time, and is performed with a rate (Nugs − v)λugs , where λugs is defined as the inverse of the
1
idle time between two calls: λugs = t̄ugs
.
of f

• On the opposite, a transition out of a generic state v to state v − 1 occurs when a mobile in ON
period finishes its call. This “departure” transition corresponds to one mobile among the v in ON
period, ending its call, and is performed with a rate vµugs , where µugs is defined as the inverse of
1
.
the average ON duration: µugs = t̄ugs
on
Nugs "ugs
0

(Nugs-1) "ugs

...

1
!ugs

(Nugs-v+1) "ugs

(Nugs-v) "ugs

(Nugs-Vugs+1) "ugs

...

v

2 !ugs

v !ugs

(v+1) !ugs

Vugs

Vugs !ugs

Figure 1: Mono-traffic UGS CTMC.
This results in the famous Engset model [16] which steady state probabilities πugs (v) of having v current
calls are derived as:
v

πugs (v) =

ρugs
Nugs !
πugs (0),
v! (Nugs − v)!

with

ρugs =

(3)

λugs
.
µugs

(4)

and πugs (0) obtained by normalization.
We then deduce the performance parameters as follows. First, the probability of rejecting a call Prej is
expressed:

πugs (Vugs )(Nugs − Vugs )
Prej = PVugs
.
v=0 πugs (v)(Nugs − v)

(5)

We compute Q̄ugs , the mean number of current UGS calls as:
Vugs

Q̄ugs =

X

vπugs (v).

(6)

v=1

To attain its DBR, a mobile using M CSk needs gk slots:

gk =

DBR TF
.
mk

(7)

Obviously, no slots are allocated to a mobile in outage so g0 = 0. The available resource being limited,
an UGS mobile does not always achieve its GBR if Vmax is too big. Thus, we also derive X̄ugs , the
instantaneous throughput obtained by an UGS mobile:
Vugs

X̄ugs =

X
v=1

πugs (v)
1 − πugs (0)

(v,...,v)

X
(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v
v0 6= v

p(v0 , ..., vK )

N̄S
max

P
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where p(v0 , ..., vK ) is the probability that the v mobiles are distributed among the K MCS as (v0 , ..., vK )
(vk being the number of mobiles using M CSk ):



v
v0 , ..., vK

p(v0 , ..., vK ) =
v
v0 ,...,vK

with




the multinomial coefficient, and



K
Y

!
pvkk

,

(9)

k=0

N̄S
P
GBR
max( K
k=1 vk gk ,N̄S )


corresponds to the throu-

ghput achieved by a mobile when the v connections are distributed in (v0 , ..., vK ). So, to obtain X̄ugs we
average this throughput for every possible distributions and remove the case when no UGS connections
are active (i.e., state v = 0). Note that when there is no degradation, this expression leads to X̄ugs =
GBR.
Finally, Ūugs , the average utilization of the TDD frame by UGS connections is expressed as:

Ūugs =

Vugs

(v,...,v)

X

X

πugs (v)

v=1

(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v
v0 6= v

PK
v g
Pk=1 k k
.
p(v0 , ..., vK )
K
max
k=1 vk gk , N̄S

Note that when Vugs is small enough to guarantee that UGS calls are never degraded, i.e., Vugs ≤
this expression can be greatly simplified:

(10)

N̄S
g1 ,

Vugs

Ūugs =

X ḡ(v)
πugs (v),
N̄S
v=1

(11)

where ḡ(v) is the mean number of slots needed by v UGS calls to obtain their DBR:

ḡ(v) = v

K
X

pk gk .

(12)

k=1

3.2

Multi-Traffic Extension

We now relax the assumption that all users have the same traffic profile. To do so, we distribute the
mobiles among R traffic profiles defined by (GBRr , t̄ron , t̄rof f ). Thus, the mobiles of a given profile
r generate an infinite-length ON/OFF traffic, with a guaranteed bit rate of GBRr bits per second, an
average ON duration of t̄ron seconds and an average OFF duration of t̄rof f seconds. We consider that
r
there is a fixed number Nugs
of mobiles belonging to each profile in the cell. So, there are Nugs =

PR

r=1

r
Nugs
users in the cell with different traffic profiles.

Note that for the sake of clarity, the ugs indexes are removed from the t̄ron and t̄rof f notations in this
section.
Similarly to the mono-traffic model, we define DBRr , the bit rate demanded by a class-r mobile:

DBRr =

GBRr
.
1 − p0

(13)

To model this system, we use the multi-class extension of the Engset model [22]. The associated CTMC
contains as much dimensions as considered traffic profiles and each of its states is characterized by a
specific R-tuple (v1 , ..., vR ) where vr is the number of active connections of class r.

• A transition out of a generic state (v1 , ..., vr , ..., vR ) to state (v1 , ..., vr + 1, ..., vR ) occurs when
a class-r mobile in OFF period starts its call. This “arrival” transition is performed with a rate
λr (v1 , ..., vR ) = (Nr − vr )λr , where λr is defined as the inverse of a class-r average idle time:
λr = t̄r1 .
of f
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• A transition out of a generic state (v1 , ..., vr , ..., vR ) to state (v1 , ..., vr − 1, ..., vR ) occurs when
a class-r mobile in ON period ends its call. This “departure” transition is performed with a rate
µr (v1 , ..., vR ) = vr µr , where µr is defined as the inverse of a class-r average call duration: µr =
1
t̄r .
on

We also assume that Vmax , the limit on the maximum number of concurrent UGS calls, is observed
r
regardless of the classes they belong to. So, we define Vugs
, the maximum number of possible class-r
simultaneous calls as:


r
r
Vugs
= min Nugs
, Vmax .

(14)

However, nothing prevents from considering more complex limitations (e.g., privileging certain traffic
profiles over others). Indeed, we then only need to adapt the possible states of the CTMC and the
resolution of the model stays the same [21].
Fig. 2 presents this model’s CTMC when considering only two traffic profiles (R = 2) and Vmax ≤
1
2
min(Nugs
, Nugs
).

N1 !1
0, 0

(N1-1) !1
0, 1

2µ1

(N1-Vmax+2) !1
...

0, 2

µ1
N2 !2

(N1-2) !1

(N1-Vmax+1) !1
0, Vmax

0, Vmax-1

3µ1 (Vmax -1)µ1

Vmax µ1

µ2

1, 0

(N2-1) !2

1, 1

1, 2

2, 1

2, 2

...

1, Vmax-1

2µ2

2, 0

(N2-2) !2

...

v1 + v2 = Vmax

3µ2
...

...

...
(Vmax -1)µ2

(N2-Vmax+2) !2

Vmax-1, 0

(N2-Vmax+1) !2

Vmax-1, 1

Vmax µ2

Vmax, 0

Figure 2: 2-dimensional multi-traffic UGS CTMC.
The steady state probabilities πugs (v1 , ..., vR ) of having (v1 , ..., vR ) concurrent UGS calls are given by:

πugs (v1 , ..., vR ) =

Y
R


r
Nugs
!
ρvrr
πugs (0, ..., 0),
r
v ! (Nugs
− vr )!
r=1 r

with

ρr =

λr
,
µr

(15)

(16)

and πugs (0, ..., 0) obtained by normalization.
The performance parameters are derived from the steady-state probabilities as follows. The probability
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r
is given by:
of rejecting a class-r call Prej
1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

X
r
Prej

=

r
πugs (v1 , ..., vR )(Nugs
− vr )

(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR = Vmax

.

1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

X

(17)

r
πugs (v1 , ..., vR )(Nugs
− vr )

(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR ≤ Vmax

Obviously, this probability is null when Nugs ≤ Vmax as there can be no blocking in this case.
We can compute Q̄rugs , the mean number of concurrent UGS calls belonging to class r as:
1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

Q̄rugs

X

=

vr πugs (v1 , ..., vR ).

(18)

(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR ≤ Vmax

Finally, by first defining ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ), the mean number of slots needed by (v1 , ..., vR ) UGS mobiles to
achieve their respective GBRr :

ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ) =

R
X
r=1

vr

K
X
k=1

pk

DBRr TF
,
mk

(19)

r
we can then express X̄ugs
, the instantaneous throughput achieved by class-r mobiles as:
1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

X

r
X̄ugs
=

(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR ≤ Vmax

N̄S
πugs (v1 , ..., vR )
 GBRr ,
1 − pvr =0 max ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ), N̄S

(20)

with pvr =0 the probability that no class-r mobile is active:
1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

X

pvr =0 =

πugs (v1 , ..., vR ),

(21)

(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR ≤ Vmax
vr = 0

and compute Ūugs , the average utilization of the TDD frame as:
1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

Ūugs =

X
(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR ≤ Vmax

4

ḡ(v1 , ..., vR )
 πugs (v1 , ..., vR ).
max ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ), N̄S

(22)

ERTPS MODEL

The ertPS (enhanced real-time Polling Service) service class has been especially added to the WiMAX
standards in order to carry traffic from VoIP with silence suppression. As such, an ertPS call only
occupies the resource during the talk spurts of the conversation. We show, in this section, how our UGS
model can be easily adapted to take into account the impact of silence suppression on the cell capacity.
To this aim, we now consider a cell carrying only ertPS traffic.
A telephonic conversation can be seen as a succession of ON periods (talk spurts) and OFF periods
(silences). As shown in [9], [10], the durations of these periods can be accurately modeled by exponential
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distributions with mean values t̄talk et t̄sil respectively. Note that [10] recommends to set these values
to t̄talk = 1.2 s et t̄sil = 1.8 s.
Knowing this, we can account for the effect of silence suppression in a mono-traffic scenario by adjusting
the expression of gk , the number of slots needed by a mobile using M CSk to attain its DBR, as:

gk =

DBR TF
t̄talk
.
t̄talk + t̄sil
mk

(23)

Similarly, in a multi-traffic scenario, we just need to modify the expression of ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ), the mean
number of slots needed by (v1 , ..., vR ) mobiles using to achieve their respective GBRr , as:

ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ) =

R
X
r=1

vr

K
X
k=1

pk

DBRr TF
t̄talk
,
t̄talk + t̄sil
mk

(24)

to consider the bandwidth saved by the silence suppression.
The rest of our UGS modeling approach still stands whether we consider UGS or ertPS traffic. So, the
computing of the ertPS steady state probabilities and performance parameters is the same as in the
UGS model.

5

BE MODELS

The BE (Best Effort) service class of the WiMAX standard has been planned to carry the traffic of
applications without QoS guarantee (e.g., web applications). In this section, we provide an overview
of the analytical models we use to perform the traffic analysis of this service class. In all the models
presented here, we consider that only BE mobiles (i.e., mobiles generating only BE traffic) are present
in the studied cell. Models for cells carrying traffic belonging to several service classes are detailed in
Sections 6 and 7.
Our main concern in this paper is to show how these BE models can be used as stepping stones for
the study of cells carrying traffics of several service classes. As a consequence, we only introduce the
various parameters needed for the dimensioning procedure and do not detail their expressions. However,
note that these models have already been fully explained, discussed and validated in [15], [14].
5.1

Scheduling

Several scheduling schemes can be considered. In [15], we focused on three traditional schemes:

• The slot sharing fairness scheduling equally divides the slots of each frame between all active
users that are not in outage.
• The instantaneous throughput fairness scheduling shares the resource in order to provide the
same instantaneous throughput to all active users not in outage.
• The opportunistic scheduling gives all the resources to active users having the highest transmission bit rate, i.e., the better MCS.
Lastly, in [14], we proposed an alternative scheduling called throttling which forces an upper bound on
the users’ throughputs, the Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate (MSTR):

• The throttling scheduling tries to allocate at each frame the right number of slots to each active
mobile in order to achieve its MSTR. If a mobile is in outage it does not receive any slot and its
throughput is degraded. If at a given time the total number of available slots is not enough to satisfy
the MSTR of all active users (not in outage), they all see their throughputs equally degraded.
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5.2

Mono-Traffic Model

As a first step, we do not make any distinction between users and consider all mobiles as statistically
identical. Thus, we consider that the Nbe users are generating infinite-length ON/OFF BE traffics with
be
the same traffic profile (x̄be
on , t̄of f ).
We model this system by a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) where each state n, represents the
total number of concurrent active BE connections, regardless of the coding scheme they use. So, the
resulting CTMC is made of Nbe + 1 states as depicted in Fig 3.

• A transition out of a generic state n to a state n + 1 occurs when a mobile in OFF period starts its
transfer. This “arrival” transition corresponds to one mobile among the (Nbe − n) in OFF period,
ending its reading, and is performed with a rate (Nbe − n)λbe , where λbe is defined as the inverse
of the average reading time: λbe = t̄be1 .
of f

• A transition out of a generic state n to a state n − 1 occurs when a mobile in ON period completes
its transfer. This “departure” transition is performed with a generic rate µbe (n) corresponding to
the total departure rate of the frame when n mobiles are active.

Nbe "be
0

(Nbe-1) "be
1

!be(1)

(Nbe-n+1) "be

...

(Nbe-n) "be

"be

...

n

!be(2)

!be(n)

!be(n+1)

Nbe

!be(Nbe)

Figure 3: Mono-traffic BE CTMC with state-dependent departure rates.
Obviously, the main difficulty of the model resides in estimating the aggregate departure rates µbe (n).
If we consider either the instantaneous throughput fairness, the slot sharing fairness or the opportunistic
policy, they are expressed as follows [15]:

µbe (n) =

m̄(n) N̄S
,
x̄be
on TF

(25)

where m̄(n) is the average number of bits transmitted per slot when there are n concurrent active transfers. These parameters are strongly dependent on the scheduling policy. As a consequence, we provide
their different expressions for each policy.
With the slot sharing policy:
(n,...,n)

X

m̄(n) =

(n0 , ..., nK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
n0 + ... + nK = n
n0 6= n

K
K
Y
pnk k
n! X
.
mk nk
n − n0
nk !
k=1

(26)

k=0

With the instantaneous throughput fairness policy:

(n,...,n)

m̄(n) =

(n − n0 ) n!

k=0

X
(n0 , ..., nK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
n0 + ... + nK = n
n0 6= n

K
Y
pnk k
nk !

K
X
nk
mk

.

(27)

k=1
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With the opportunistic policy:


m̄(n) =

K
X

mk



k=1


n 

1−
pj 1 −

j=k+1

K
X


pk
1− k
X
pj

!n 


.



(28)

j=0

If we consider the throttling policy, the departure rates µbe (n) become:

µbe (n) =

N̄S
M ST R
n
.
x̄be
max nḡ, N̄S
on

(29)

with ḡ , the average number of slots per frame needed by a mobile to obtain its MSTR:

ḡ = TF M ST R

K
X
k=1

pk
.
(1 − p0 )mk

(30)

Once the departure rates µbe (n) have been determined, the steady state probabilities πbe (n) of having
n concurrent transfers in the cell, can easily be derived from the birth-and-death structure of the Markov
chain:


n
Y
(Nbe − i + 1)λbe

πbe (n) =

µbe (i)

i=1

πbe (0),

(31)

where πbe (0) is obtained by normalization.
be
Note that the x̄be
on and t̄of f traffic parameters are only involved in this last expression through their ratio.
As a consequence, we define the intensity ρbe of the traffic generated by a mobile:

ρbe =

x̄be
on
.
t̄be
of f

(32)

The following performance parameters of the system can be obtained from the steady state probabilities.
The average number of active users Q̄be is expressed as:

Q̄be =

Nbe
X

n πbe (n),

(33)

n=1

and D̄, the mean number of departures (i.e., mobiles completing their transfer) per unit of time, is obtained as:

D̄be =

Nbe
X

µbe (n) πbe (n).

(34)

n=1

From Little’s law, we can thus derive the average duration t̄be
on of an ON period (duration of an active
transfer):

t̄be
on =

Q̄be
.
D̄be

(35)

and compute the average throughput X̄be obtained by one BE mobile in active transfer as:

X̄be =

x̄be
on
.
t̄be
on

(36)

Finally, we can express the average utilization Ūbe of the TDD frame. This last parameter depends on
the scheduling policy. Indeed, with the instantaneous throughput fairness, the slot sharing fairness or
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the opportunistic policy, the cell is considered fully utilized as long as there is at least one active mobile
not in outage:

Ūbe =

Nbe
X

(1 − pn0 )πbe (n).

(37)

n=1

However, if we consider the throttling policy, Ūbe is now expressed as the weighted sum of the ratios
between the mean number of slots needed by the n mobiles to reach their MSTR and the mean number
of slots they obtain:

Ūbe =

5.3

Nbe
X

nḡ
 πbe (n).
max nḡ, N̄S
n=1

(38)

Multi-Traffic Extension

Now, we relax the assumption that all users have the same traffic profile. To this aim, we associate to
each mobile one of the R traffic profiles, (x̄ron , t̄rof f ). The mobiles of a given profile r thus generate an
infinite-length ON/OFF traffic, with an average ON size of x̄ron bits and an average reading time of t̄rof f
r
of mobiles belonging to each profile in the cell.
seconds. We assume that there is a fixed number Nbe
PR
r
As a consequence, there are Nbe = r=1 Nbe
users in the cell with different traffic profiles.
Similarly to the notations in Section 3.2, the be indexes are removed from the x̄ron , t̄ron and t̄rof f notations
in this section.
To compute the performance parameters, we first transform this system into an equivalent one where all
r
profiles of traffic have the same average ON size x̄on , and different average OFF durations t¯0 of f , such
that [15]:

x̄on
x̄r
= ron .
r
0
t̄of f
t¯ of f

(39)

With this transformation, the equivalent system can be described as a mutli-class closed queuing network
with two stations as shown by Fig. 4:
1. An Infinite Servers (IS) station that models mobiles in OFF periods. This station has profiledependent service rates λr = t¯0 r1 ;
of f

2. A Processor Sharing (PS) station that models active mobiles. This station has profile-independent
service rates µbe (n) that in turn depend on the total number active mobiles (whatever their profiles).
They are given by the same relations than the departure rates of the mono-traffic model (see
relations 25 and 29)
!!
!"#"$%&'()'*!

!"#"$%&'+)',!

"-#.

Figure 4: Closed-queueuing network.
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A direct extension of the BCMP theorem [4] for stations with state-dependent rates can now be applied
to this closed queueing network. The detailed steady state probabilities are expressed as follows:

1
→, −
→
→)f (−
→
πbe (−
n
f1 (−
n
1 n2 ) =
1 2 n2 ),
G

(40)

−
where →
ni = (ni1 , ..., niR ), nir is the number of profile-r mobiles present in station i,
→) =
f1 (−
n
1

1
1
n11 !...n1R ! (λ1 )n11 ...(λR )n1R

→) = (n21 + ... + n2R )! Q 1
f2 (−
n
,
2
n2
n21 !...n2R !
k=1 µbe (k)

(41)

(42)

and G is the normalization constant:

→)f (−
→
f1 ( −
n
1 2 n2 ).

X

G=

(43)

−
−
→+n
−
→=→
n
1
2 N be

All the performance parameters of interest can be derived from the steady state probabilities as follows.
The average number of profile-r active mobiles, Q̄r , is given by:

→, −
→
n2r πbe (−
n
1 n2 ),

X

Q̄r =

(44)

−
−
→+−
→ →
n
1 n2 = N be

and the average number of profile-r mobiles completing their download by unit of time, D̄r , can be
expressed as:
X
→, −
→
D̄r =
µ(n2 ) πbe (−
n
(45)
1 n2 ),
−
−
→+−
→ →
n
1 n2 = N be

with n2 =

PR

r=1

n2r .

The average download duration of profile-r mobiles, t̄ron , is obtained from Little’s law:

t̄ron =

Q̄r
.
D̄r

(46)

And we can then calculate the average throughput obtained by customers of profile r during their transfer,
denoted by X̄r , as:

X̄r =

x̄ron
t̄ron

(47)

Finally, the utilization Ūbe of the TDD frame is expressed differently whether we consider the instantaneous throughput fairness, the slot sharing fairness, the opportunistic policy:

→, −
→
(1 − pn0 2 )πbe (−
n
1 n2 ),

(48)

n2 ḡ
→, −
→
 πbe (−
n
1 n2 ).
max n2 ḡ, N̄S

(49)

X

Ūbe =

−
−
→+n
−
→=→
n
1
2 N be

or the throttling policy:

Ūbe =

X
−
−
→+−
→ →
n
1 n2 = N be

Again, fully detailed explanations on the multi-traffic model and the different relations are available in [14].
Finally, let us add that [14] also includes a method to consider the throttling policy and traffic profiles with
different MSTR values.
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6

UGS/BE MODEL

Using the previous models, we can consider a cell carrying either UGS or BE traffic. However, we now
desire to take into account a cell with both kinds of traffic without increasing the resolution complexity of
the resulting model.
To do so, we first propose three methods to combine both mono-traffic UGS and BE models. Then, we
compare results brought by these methods and conclude on the best one to use. Lastly, we explain how
to extend the resulting UGS/BE model to multiple traffic profiles in both service classes.
6.1

Combining the Mono-Traffic Models

As a first step, we only consider one UGS traffic profile and one BE traffic profile.
6.1.1

General approach

The WiMAX standard does not recommend any scheduling between service classes. However, it is
common sens and widely admitted in the literature that UGS calls preempt BE traffic [23], [28], [29].
Indeed, UGS connections reserve a part of the resource in each frame and BE mobiles share whatever
is left to them. This has two major consequences: i) our UGS model is sufficient to characterize the UGS
traffic since UGS calls are not affected by the presence of the BE traffic; ii) the performance evaluation
of the BE mobiles are strongly dependent on the portion of resource left to them by the UGS traffic at
each frame. As such, the part of the resource, i.e., the mean number of slots, left to the BE connections
needs to be evaluated and accounted for in the characterization of the BE traffic.
Our general approach to combine both UGS and BE models consists in the following steps:
1. We compute the steady state probabilities πugs (v) of having v active UGS connections by only
using the UGS model.
2. We then estimate the mean number of slots occupied by these v UGS calls and deduce the mean
number of slots available to BE connections when there are v active UGS calls.
3. For each possible value of v , we solve a CTMC of the BE model with the N̄S parameter set to the
corresponding mean number of slots available. We obtain the steady state probabilities πbe (n|v)
of having n active BE connections provided that there are v concurrent UGS calls.
4. We express the steady state probabilities π(v, n) of having simultaneously both v active UGS and
n active BE connections as:
π(v, n) = πugs (v)πbe (n|v).
(50)
Three methods to combine the UGS and BE models are proposed, each one corresponding to a different
level of precision in evaluating the portion of the resource left to the BE mobiles.
6.1.2

DTL (detailed) method

As its name indicates, this method is the most precise of the three. Indeed, for each possible value v of
simultaneous active UGS connections, we specifically consider each possible distributions (v0 , ..., vK )
of the v connections among the K + 1 MCS (including outage). And, for each of these distributions, we
compute N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ), the corresponding mean number of slots left to the BE connections:

N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ) = N̄S − N̄Sugs (v0 , ..., vK ),
with

N̄Sugs (v0 , ..., vK )

= min

K
X

(51)

!
vk gk , N̄S

.

(52)
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Then, for each N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ), we solve a corresponding BE CTMC and obtain the steady state probabilities πbe (n|(v0 , ..., vK )) of having n active BE transfers provided that there are (v0 , ..., vK ) active UGS
connections.
From these, we first deduce the probabilities πbe (n|v):

(v,...,v)

X

πbe (n|v) =

p(v0 , ..., vK ).πbe (n|(v0 , ..., vK )),

(53)

(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v

then, the probabilities π(v, n) with relation 50.
Note that for the distributions where no slots remain for BE traffic (N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ) = 0), we set:


πbe (n|(v0 , ..., vK )) =

1
0

if n = Nbe
else

(54)

because we consider that BE connections keep on being initiated but none of them can end without
available resource.
Lastly, let us highlight that this method, illustrated by Fig.5(a), requires to solve as much BE CTMC as
there are possible values of N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ).
6.1.3

AVG (averaged) method

This method has been proposed to significantly reduce the number of BE CTMC to solve. We now only
ugs
ugs
evaluate N̄S (v), the mean numbers of slots occupied by v UGS calls by averaging the N̄S (v0 , ..., vK )
as follows:
(v,...,v)

N̄Sugs (v)

p(v0 , ..., vK )N̄Sugs (v0 , ..., vK ).

X

=

(55)

(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v
v0 6= v

So, this time, to obtain the πbe (n|v) probabilities, we only solve one CTMC for each possible value of v ,
ugs
considering that N̄Sbe (v) = N̄S − N̄S (v) slots remain available to BE transfers when there are v active
UGS connections. Thus, with this method (see Fig. 5(b)), the number of BE CTMC to solve is reduced
to Vugs + 1.
Let us highlight that this method is not based on the quasi-stationary assumption introduced in [12] by
Delcoigne and al. Indeed, here, we do not need to make any assumption on the time scales of UGS and
BE traffics.
6.1.4

AGG (aggregated) method

This last method, as shown in Fig. 5(c), is the most straightforward of the three: only one BE CTMC has
ugs
to be solved. We first compute N̄S , the mean number of slots occupied by UGS connections as:
Vugs

N̄Sugs =

X

πugs (v)N̄Sugs (v).

(56)

v=1
ugs

Then we only have to solve the BE CTMC corresponding to N̄Sbe = N̄S − N̄S slots available to the BE
mobiles to obtain the probabilities πbe (n) and the various performance parameters.
6.1.5

Performance parameters

UGS
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Figure 5: Three methods to combine the UGS and BE models. (UGS CTMC is vertical, BE ones horizontal.)
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As stated earlier, the UGS traffic is not affected by the presence of the BE traffic. So, the UGS performance parameters are computed as detailed in Section 3.1.
BE DTL/AVG
When using either the DTL or AVG method, the BE performance parameters are derived from the steady
state probabilities π(v, n) as follows:

Q̄be , the mean number of active BE users is given by:
Q̄be =

Nbe
X

Vugs

n

n=1

X

π(v, n).

(57)

v=0

D̄be , the mean number of BE departures per unit of time, depends on the number of slots left to the BE
mobiles. As such, its expression differs whether we consider the DTL or AGG method. So, for DTL, we
consider all the possible distributions of the v UGS connections among the K MCS:
D̄be =

Vugs

(v,...,v)

X

X

v=0

(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v

p(v0 , ..., vK )

Nbe
X

N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK )µbe (n)π(v, n),

(58)

n=1

whereas for AVG we only use the N̄Sbe (v):

D̄be =

Vugs Nbe
XX

N̄Sbe (v)µbe (n)π(v, n).

(59)

v=0 n=1

In both cases, we obtain from Little’s law t̄be
on , the average duration of a BE transfer:

t̄be
on =

Q̄be
,
D̄be

(60)

and deduce X̄be , the average throughput achieved by a BE mobile:

X̄be =

x̄be
on
.
t̄be
on

(61)

Finally, the average utilization of the TDD frame by BE transfers, Ūbe , needs to be adapted to both
methods but also to the considered BE scheduling. With DTL and the slot sharing, the instantaneous
throughput fairness or the opportunistic policy:

Ūbe =

Vugs

(v,...,v)

X

X

v=0

(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v

p(v0 , ..., vK )

Nbe
N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ) X
(1 − pn0 )π(v, n).
N̄S
n=1

(62)

With DTL and the throttling policy:

Ūbe =

Vugs

(v,...,v)

X

X

v=0

(v0 , ..., vK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v0 + ... + vK = v

p(v0 , ..., vK ).

Nbe
N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK ) X
nḡ
 π(v, n).
N̄S
max nḡ, N̄Sbe (v0 , ..., vK )
n=1

(63)
With AVG and the slot sharing, the instantaneous throughput fairness or the opportunistic policy:
Vugs

Ūbe

Nbe
X N̄ be (v) X
S
=
(1 − pn0 )π(v, n).
N̄S n=1
v=0
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With AVG and the throttling policy:
Vugs

Ūbe =

Nbe
X N̄ be (v) X
nḡ
S
 π(v, n).
N̄S n=1 max nḡ, N̄Sbe (v)
v=0

(65)

BE AGG
As for the AGG method, the BE performance parameters are obtained using the πbe (n) as explained in
Section 5.2. We just have to replace N̄S by N̄Sbe in the various expressions.
Only the average utilization of the resource by BE traffic, Ūbe , needs to be adapted following the considered BE scheduling. With the slot sharing, the instantaneous throughput fairness or the opportunistic
policy:
Nbe
N̄Sbe X
(1 − pn0 )πbe (n).
N̄S n=1

(66)

Nbe
nḡ
N̄Sbe X
 πbe (n).
N̄S n=1 max nḡ, N̄Sbe

(67)

Ūbe =
With the throttling policy:

Ūbe =

6.2

Comparison

Here, we compare results obtained with the DTL, AVG and AGG methods. The channel, cell and traffic
parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Number of slots per frame, N̄S
Frame duration, TF
Limit on UGS calls, Vmax
BE scheduling

450
5 ms
40
slot fairness

UGS

Value

Number of UGS mobiles, Nugs
Guaranteed bit rate, GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ugs
on
ugs
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f

20 to 120
128 Kbps
60 s
120 s

BE

Parameter

Number of BE mobiles, Nbe
Mean ON size, x̄be
on
Mean OFF duration, t̄be
of f

40
1 Mbits
6s

Table 2: Cell and traffic parameters.
The duration TF of one TDD frame of WiMAX is 5 ms. We consider N̄S = 450 slots per frame available
for downlink. This value roughly corresponds to a system bandwidth of 10 MHz, a downlink/uplink ratio
of 2/3, a Fast Fourrier Transform size equal to 2048, a PUSC subcarrier permutation and an average
protocol overhead length of 4 symbols.
We observe the behaviors of Ū , Q̄be and X̄be parameters given by each method while considering a
cell with an increasing number of UGS mobiles, Nugs and a fixed number of BE mobiles Nbe . The
maximum number of concurrent UGS calls accepted in the cell is set to Vmax = 40 and BE connections
are scheduled using the slot fairness policy.
Fig. 6(a) presents the evolution of the average utilization of the TDD frame by UGS and BE traffics when
the UGS traffic load increases. Obviously, the portions of the frames occupied by UGS connections
increases with the number of UGS mobiles in the cell and the BE transfers get less and less resource.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the UGS/BE methods: Customary BE traffic parameters when UGS traffic
increases.
So, as shown in Fig. 6(b) and 6(c) respectively, BE mobiles stay in ON periods longer and achieve smaller
throughputs.
Moreover, these figures also provide simulation results. Indeed, as a first step to validate our approach,
we have developed a simulator that integrates an ON/OFF traffic generator, a wireless channel for each
user and a centralized scheduler allocating radio resources, i.e., slots, to active users on a frame by
frame basis. The simulator allocates the resources to active users at each frame serving first the UGS
connections and then the BE connections. At the beginning of a frame, a new MCS is drawn for each
active mobile according to the channel probabilities pk . Then, the scheduler allocates slots to those
mobiles depending on their MCS and their service class. In the simulations presented here, a mobile
generates an exponentially distributed ON/OFF traffic and is subject to a memoryless channel. Note
however that results of more realistic simulations are provided in section 7.2 to show the robustness of
our analytical modeling toward the channel model and the distribution of BE ON sizes.
In all the figures, we can see that the results obtained with each of the three UGS/BE methods and the
simulations are always very close. Furthermore, we have compared these methods and the simulations
in all sorts of configurations (different traffic loads, different bit rates reserved by UGS calls, different
BE schedulings, etc.). Each time, the results they gave proved to be almost equivalent: the difference
between them remained below 3%.
This leads us to conclude that as straightforward as the AGG method may appear, its precision is sufficient to efficiently combine the UGS and BE models.
6.3

Multi-Traffic Extensions

As stated above, the 3 methods give similar results so we now only consider the AGG method. The
simplicity of this method enables us to extend the resulting UGS/BE model to multiple traffic profiles in
both service classes as follows.
6.3.1

Multi-trafic UGS

Again, UGS traffic preempts BE traffic. So, to consider multiple UGS traffic profiles, we just use the
multi-traffic extension introduced in Section 3.2. The only modification to the UGS/BE model resides in
ugs
the expression of N̄S :
1
R
(Vugs
,...,Vugs
)

N̄Sugs

=

X
(v1 , ..., vR ) = (0, ..., 0)|
v1 + ... + vR ≤ Vmax

Vugs

πugs (v1 , ..., vR )

X


min N̄Sugs (v1 , ..., vR ), N̄S ,

(68)

v=1
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ugs

where N̄S (v1 , ..., vR ) is the mean number of slots occupied by UGS connections distributed in
(v1 , ..., vR ) among the R traffic profiles:

N̄Sugs (v1 , ..., vR )

=

R
X

(vr ,...,vr )

X

p(j0 , ..., jK ) min

r=1 (j0 , ..., jK ) = (0, ..., 0)|
j0 + ... + jK = vr

K
X

!
jk gk , N̄S

.

(69)

k=1

The successive minima in these expressions enables to ensure that we never count more slots than N̄S
in the averaging of the numbers of slots occupied by UGS traffic.
Lastly, note that when Vmax , the limit on the maximum simultaneous UGS calls allowed in the cell is
ugs
small enough to ensure that no degrading will occur, the expression of N̄S (v1 , ..., vR ) can be drastically
simplified as:
N̄Sugs (v1 , ..., vR ) = ḡ(v1 , ..., vR ).
(70)
6.3.2

Multi-trafic BE

To consider multiple BE traffic profiles, we use the multi-traffic extension presented in Section 5.3 while
ugs
replacing N̄S by N̄S − N̄S in the different expressions. We then obtain the steady states πbe (n1 , ..., nR )
and the performance parameters in the same way.

7

UGS/ERTPS/BE MODEL

In this section, we first explain how to integrate the traffic of the ertPS service class in our multiclass
modeling. Then, we validate the resulting UGS/ertPS/BE model through comparison with simulations.
7.1

Adding ertPS

To integrate the ertPS service class in our UGS/BE model, we follow a similar approach than in Section 6.1.1. Again, no specific scheduling is suggested in the WiMAX standard. However, the QoS needs
characterizing each service class lead to consider that ertPS connections preempt BE connections but
are preempted by UGS ones [23], [28], [29].
So, our UGS/ertPS/BE model consists in the cascading resolution of the three models, each corresponding to the characterization of the traffic of a given service class. The 3-steps resolution is as follows:
ugs

1. We first solve the UGS model to characterize the UGS traffic and compute N̄S , the mean number
of slots occupied by the UGS connections.
ugs

2. We then solve the ertPS model. Although, this time, we only consider N̄S − N̄S available slots
ertps
in the cell. Similarly to the previous step, we compute the mean number N̄S
of slots occupied
by the ertPS connections.
3. Finally, we solve the BE model to obtain the performance parameters of the BE service class using
ugs
the AGG method as explained in Section 6.1.4. But, we here consider only N̄Sbe = N̄S − N̄S −
ertps
N̄S
available slots for the BE connections.
7.2

Validation

To validate our UGS/ertPS/BE model, we now compare its results with those of simulations. To this aim,
we use a simulator which implements an ON/OFF traffic generator and a wireless channel for each user.
Besides, a centralized scheduler allocates the slots to the active mobiles on a frame by frame basis
according to their current MCS and service class. At each frame, the scheduler first serves the UGS
connections, then the ertPS connections and lastly the BE connections.
In the simulations, the durations of UGS and ertPS ON and OFF periods are exponentially distributed.
In addition, ertPS ON periods are decomposed in talk spurts and silences as recommended in [10].
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BE OFF durations are also exponentially distributed. However, contrary to our model, the BE ON sizes
are drawn according to a truncated Pareto distribution. Indeed, the truncated Pareto distribution is well
known to fit the reality of WEB data traffic. The mean value of the truncated Pareto distribution is given
by:


αL 
1 − (L/H)α−1 ,
(71)
α−1
where α is the shape parameter, L is the minimum value of Pareto variable and H is the cutoff value for
truncated Pareto distribution. For the sake of comparison, we keep the same the mean BE ON size x̄on .
We set the value of H = 100 x̄on and consider α = 1.2 as suggested in [17]. Finally, we deduce the
value of L using relation (71).
x̄on =

The wireless channel parameters are summarized in Table 1. In our analytical model, the channel model
is assumed to be memoryless, i.e., MCS are independently drawn from frame to frame for each user. In
order to show the robustness of this assumption, we model the channel variations of a simulated mobile
by a finite state Markov chain (FSMC) corresponding to a slowly varying Nakagami-m fading channel
as proposed in [27]. Each state of the FSMC corresponds to one of the 5 considered MCS (outage
included). The state transition matrix C associated to this FSMC is as follows:




C=



0.020
0.163
0
0
0

0.980
0
0
0
0.120 0.717
0
0
0.277 0.620 0.103
0
0
0.398 0.080 0.522
0
0
0.089 0.911




,



(72)

where Ci,j is the probability that the MCS of a mobile change from M CSi to M CSj . The transitions
occur only between adjacent states as we assume in the simulations that the channel is slowly fading.
Let us highlight that the steady state probabilities of this FSMC are equal to the pk probabilities used in
the analytical model.
We have repeated comparisons between results from both our analytical models and simulations while
considering all sorts of scenarios (e.g., different numbers of traffic profiles in each service classes,
different BE scheduling, etc.). Here we present the results of two representative scenarios. In both
cases, we observe the behaviors of Q̄, Ū and X̄ parameters of each service class obtained with our
analytical models and compare them with the results of simulations.
7.2.1

First validation scenario

The cell and traffic parameters constituting this first scenario are detailed in Table 3. We assume a total
number, N , of mobiles present in the cell ranging from 20 to 180. 50% of these mobiles generates UGS
traffic and 30% rtPS traffic. The remaining 20% constitutes the population of BE mobiles in the cell and
are equally distributed into two traffic profiles each representing 10% of the total population of mobiles.
Finally, note that we consider the throttling policy to allocate slots among the BE connections and that
we associate a different M ST R to each BE traffic profile.
Fig. 7(a) presents the average numbers, Q̄, of concurrent active connections in the cell. Obviously as
the traffic load increases so does these numbers since more and more connections share the limited
amount of resource.
The average utilization, Ū , of the resource by UGS, ertPS and BE traffics is depicted in Fig. 7(b) and
the instantaneous throughput per mobile, X̄ , is illustrated in Fig. 7(c). At first (N < 50), there is always
enough resource to satisfy all demands. The parts of the resource occupied by each service class keep
on increasing and all connections get their desired throughputs. However, when there are more mobiles
in the cell (N > 50), the BE mobiles are the first to suffer the lack of resource. As such, their utilization of
the frames and their throughputs dive. Finally, observe that when even more mobiles are present in the
cell (N > 150), even ertPS connections start to see their performances deteriorate. This is explained
by the fact that UGS connections are always served first, followed by ertPS connections and then by BE
connections.
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450
5 ms
50
50
throttling
20 to 180

UGS

Value

Number of UGS mobiles, Nugs
Guaranteed bit rate, GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ugs
on
ugs
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f

50% of N
200 Kbps
60 s
120 s

ertPS

Parameter
Number of slots per frame, N̄S
Frame duration, TF
Limit on UGS calls, Vmax
Limit on ertPS transfers, Wmax
BE scheduling
Number of mobiles in the cell, N

Number of ertPS mobiles, Nertps
Guaranteed bit rate, GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ertps
on
ertps
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f

30% of N
400 Kbps
90 s
120 s

BE

Traffic profile
Number of mobiles per profile

1

2
N1 = N2
20% of N
1024
2048
Kbps
Kbps
3 Mbits 3 Mbits
6s
6s

Number of BE mobiles, Nbe
Maximum bit rate,

M ST R
Mean ON size, x̄be
on
Mean OFF duration, t̄be
of f

Table 3: First validation scenario.
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(a) Mean numbers, Q̄, of active UGS, (b) Mean utilization, Ū , of the resource by (c) Instantaneous throughput, X̄ , of a moertPS and BE connections.
UGS, ertPS and BE traffics.
bile depending on its service class.

Figure 7: First validation scenario: Customary traffic parameters when traffic increases in the three
service classes.
It is obvious from the curves depicted in the three figures that the results given by our analytical model
match those of simulations. Indeed, the difference between them is less than 4% in most cases and less
than 9% in the worst case. This shows the robustness of our model toward the distribution of BE ON
sizes and the channel model.
7.2.2

Second validation scenario

The cell and traffic parameters of the second scenario are presented in Table 4. This time we consider
a fixed population of N = 60 mobiles in the cell and observe the impact of N̄S the mean number of
available slots on the performance. The numbers of mobiles of each service class are as follows: 24
mobiles generate UGS traffic, 12 ertPS traffic and 24 BE traffic. Also, the UGS and BE connections are
equally distributed into two traffic profiles. Lastly, note that the slots are allocated to BE connections
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according to the throughput fairness policy.
Parameter

Value

Number of slots per frame, N̄S
Frame duration, TF
Limit on UGS calls, Vmax
Limit on ertPS transfers, Wmax
BE scheduling
Number of mobiles in the cell, N

200 to 1000
5 ms
24
12
throughput fairness
60

BE

ertPS

UGS

Traffic profile
Number of UGS mobiles, Nugs
Guaranteed bit rate,

GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ugs
on
ugs
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f

1

2

12
100
Kbps
80 s
120 s

12
200
Kbps
40 s
120 s

Number of ertPS mobiles, Nertps
Guaranteed bit rate,

12
300
Kbps
80 s
120 s

GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ertps
on
ertps
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f
Number of BE mobiles, Nbe
Mean ON size, x̄be
on
Mean OFF duration, t̄be
of f

12
1 Mbits
5s

12
4 Mbits
5s

Table 4: Second validation scenario.
Fig. 8(a), 8(b) and 8(c) respectively show the evolution of the Q̄, Ū and X̄ performance parameters
of each traffic profile when N̄S increases. The mean numbers of active UGS and ertPS mobiles are
constant as their ON and OFF durations do not depend on the number of available slots.
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Figure 8: Second validation scenario: Customary traffic parameters when N̄S the number of available
slots increases.
On the contrary, the mean number of active BE connections drop when N̄S increases. Indeed, more
available slots mean faster BE transfers. The UGS and ertPS calls need a given average amount of
resource to attain their respective GBR. This constant amount corresponds to a decreasing proportion
of the frame as the value of N̄S rises. When N̄S is still small (N̄S < 500 slots), the BE mobiles need all
the remaining slots of the frames. As such, their mean utilization of the frame grows as more and more
slots are left to them by UGS and ertPS calls. On the opposite, when N̄S is big enough (N̄S ≥ 500 slots),
the frames are not fully occupied anymore and the proportion of the frame needed for the BE transfers
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decreases. Finally, the throughput of BE connections keep on increasing with the number of available
slots because they are now scheduled according to the throughput fairness policy.
The results of our analytical model and those of simulations still match each other with the same precision. Here, the difference between them is less than 3% in most cases and less than 7% in the worst
case. Once again, the curves show the strong robustness of our model toward the distribution of BE data
volumes and the channel model. Indeed, the results of simulations considering a truncated Pareto distribution of BE ON sizes and a slowly fading channel match very closely those provided by our analytical
model.
Besides, note that the results presented in this section are representative of the results obtained for
the numerous scenarios we have considered. Indeed, each time, the simulations results validated our
analytical models with similar accuracy.
At last, let us highlight that the simulations required very long computation durations (nearly a day)
whereas the results of the analytic models where obtained instantaneously.

8

DIMENSIONING

In this section, we provide dimensioning examples to demonstrate possible applications of our models.
We study the case of an operator wishing to dimension a WiMAX cell. This operator considers subscribers distributed in two profiles, business and domestic, corresponding to their utilization of the cell as
detailed in Table 5.
Parameter

Value

Number of slots per frame, N̄S
Frame duration, TF
Limit on UGS calls, Vmax
Limit on ertPS transfers, Wmax
BE scheduling

450
5 ms
60
30
opportunistic

Subscriber profile
Number of subscribers in the cell
Proportion of subscribers

GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ugs
on
ugs
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f

ertPS

Guaranteed bit rate,

GBR
Mean ON duration, t̄ertps
on
ertps
Mean OFF duration, t̄of f

BE

UGS

Guaranteed bit rate,

Mean ON size, x̄be
on
Mean OFF duration, t̄be
of f

Business

Domestic

10 to 150
50%
50%
128
Kbps
120 s
180 s

64
Kbps
60 s
180 s

256
Kbps
60 s
180 s

no
domestic
ertPS
traffic
varying
varying

Table 5: Cell and traffic parameters.
The channel parameters are provided in Table 1.
Business subscribers are assumed to generate important UGS, ertPS and BE traffics. As such, a business subscriber is represented in our model by three mobiles, one for each service class, and the traffic
he generates is the sum of the traffic generated by the three mobiles. On the opposite, domestic subscribers generate a lower amount of UGS, an equivalent amount of BE traffics and no ertPS traffic at
all. So, a domestic subscriber is only represented in our model by two mobiles: one mobile for UGS
and one for BE. In the following examples, we consider the same proportion of business and domestic
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subscribers present in the cell.
Let us highlight that results can be obtained for any other possible configuration (i.e., any mono or multiprofile traffic scenario) by using the according models.
8.1

Performance graphs

Here, we study contour graphs in which a performance parameter is drawn as a function of the parameters to dimension, e.g., the total number of subscribers in the cell, the number of available slots, N̄S ,
traffic intensities, etc.
The mean radio resource utilization of the WiMAX cell Ū , and the average throughput of a BE connection
X̄be are illustrated in Fig. 9(a) and 9(b).
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Figure 9: Ū and X̄be traffic parameters when the population of subscribers in the cell and the BE traffic
intensity increase.
These parameters are presented as functions of the total number of subscribers in the cell and ρbe ,
the intensity of the traffic generated by the BE mobiles. (ρbe =

x̄be
on
t̄be
of f

as described in Section 5.2.) To

determine Ū or X̄be for a given number of subscribers in the cell and a given BE traffic intensity, we
first locate the point at these coordinates in the corresponding graph. This point is located between
two contour lines. The line with the higher value gives an upper bound on the parameter value and
the line with the smaller value gives a lower bound. For example, 40 subscribers in the cell and a BE
be
traffic intensity of 200 Kbps (e.g., x̄be
on = 2 MB and t̄of f = 10 s) lead to 0.7 < Ū < 0.8 and 3 Mbps
< X̄be < 4 Mbps.
As depicted on these graphs, the mean utilization Ū of the frame rises and the instantaneous throughput
of the BE connections X̄be drops when the number of subscribers and/or the BE traffic intensity increase.
Similarly, Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) show the same performance parameters but this time as functions of both
the number of available slots and the total number of subscribers in the cell. ρbe is set to 200 Kbps. We
can observe that low frame utilizations and important BE throughputs are achieved when high amounts
of slots are available and only small numbers of subscribers share the resource.
Each graph is the result of several thousands of input parameter sets. Obviously, any simulation tool
or even any multidimensional Markov chain requiring numerical resolution, would have precluded the
drawing of such graphs.
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Figure 10: Ū and X̄be traffic parameters when the population of subscribers in the cell and the number
NS of available downlink slots per frame increase.
8.2

Dimensioning study

Here, we show how our model can be advantageously used for dimensioning issues. Two examples,
each corresponding to a certain QoS criterion, are presented in Fig. 11(a) and 11(b). To draw these two
graphs, we computed the considered performance parameter (Ū or X̄be ) for each possible number of
subscribers and ρbe pair while increasing the number NS of available slots until the chosen QoS criterion
could not be guaranteed anymore. Note that this straightforward method is only rendered possible due
to the instantaneous resolution aspect of our model.
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Figure 11: Dimensioning of the number NS of available downlink slots per frame.
In Fig. 11(a) we find the maximum number N̄Smax of available slots guaranteeing an average radio utilization over 85%. This kind of criterion allows operators to avoid uneconomical over-provisioning of the
network resources in regard to the traffic load of their customers. To obtain the optimal value of N̄Smax
associated with a number of subscribers and a given value of ρbe , we look for the point at the corresponding coordinates in the graph. This point is located between two contour lines, and the one with the
lower value gives the value of N̄Smax .
The QoS criterion chosen as a second example is the throughput per BE connection. We observed
BE traffic throughputs because BE connections are served in last. As such, guaranteeing a minimum
throughput for BE connections leads to ensure that UGS and rtPS connections obtain their reserved bit
rate. We decided on 1024 Kbps as the arbitrary value of the minimum throughput of a BE connection.
Now, we want to find the minimum number N̄Smin of available slots guaranteeing this minimum throughput
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threshold. In Fig. 11(b), a given point is located between two contour lines. The line with the higher value
gives N̄Smin .
The graphs of Fig. 11(a) and 11(b) can be jointly used to satisfy multiple QoS criteria. For example, if
we consider a WiMAX cell with 50 subscribers and a BE traffic intensity of 200 Kbps, Fig. 11(a) gives
N̄Smax = 500 slots, and Fig. 11(b) gives N̄Smin = 350 slots. The combination of these two results recommends to have a number of slots N̄S ∈ [350; 500] to guarantee both a reasonable resource utilization and
an acceptable minimum throughput to the subscribers. This roughly corresponds to a system bandwidth
between 8 and 10.5 MHz if we consider a downlink/uplink ratio of 2/3, a Fast Fourrier Transform size
equal to 2048, a PUSC subcarrier permutation and an average protocol overhead length of 4 symbols.

9

CONCLUSION

As deployment of 4G networks is underway, need arises for operators and manufacturers to develop
dimensioning tools. In this paper, we have designed useful analytical models for the three service classes
defined in the WiMAX standard: UGS, ertPS and BE, respectively corresponding to VoIP, VoIP with
silence suppression and best-effort traffic. Also, we have explained how these models could be easily
adapted for LTE systems.
As a first step, we presented models considering cells carrying either UGS, ertPS or BE traffic. For each
model, we proposed multi-traffic extensions in order to account for users generating traffics of different
intensities. Besides, we provided closed-form expressions of all the required performance parameters.
Then, we have detailed three methods to combine the UGS and BE models. The results obtained with
each method proved to be very close. We deduced that averaging the numbers of slots occupied by the
traffics of the different service classes was sufficient to combine the models. The resulting UGS/ertPS/BE
model, based on the cascading resolution of the UGS, ertPS and BE models, is able to instantaneously
evaluate the performance parameters of each service class. This multi-class model can even take into
account users of the same service class generating traffics of different profiles with a minimal increase
of its resolution complexity. Therefore it renders possible efficient and advanced dimensioning studies
as shown in this paper.
We used extensive simulations to validate our analytical approach. To show the robustness of our traffic
and channel assumptions, we compared our model’s results to simulations considering a slowly fading
channel and a truncated Pareto distribution of BE ON sizes. The simulation results showed the accuracy
and robustness of our analytical modeling: for all considered scenarios, maximum relative errors never
exceeded 9%.
Lastly, let us highlight that we focused in this paper on VoIP and best-effort traffic. However, another
type of traffic is expected to be supported by 4G networks: streaming. The streaming connections need
guarantees on both their minimum bit rate and the maximum latency of their packets. This last constraint
renders the modeling of streaming traffic very difficult. In our next work, we will tackle the challenging
task of developing a model dedicated to streaming in OFDMA-based cellular network. Ultimately, our
aim will be to integrate this model in our cascade and thus be able to instantaneously obtain results for
all types of traffic.
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Abstract
In this article, we describe the limitations of radio frequency (RF) and Free Space Optics (FSO)
technologies, and show that a hybrid approach that uses both communication media in a suitably
coordinated manner is capable of addressing the shortcomings of each. The nature of the
required coordination between RF and FSO communication technologies, and the merits derived
thereof, are the subject of our research. We report on an initial hardware implementation of a
prototype Hybrid RF/FSO node. The properties of the node are used to inform the development of
an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model for this coordination process in RF/FSO networks.
We show that by making suitable choices of beam-widths and power levels, the proposed model
can be used to design robust hybrid RF/FSO communication infrastructures that minimize power
consumption, while satisfying specified joint throughput and end-to-end delay requirements.
Keywords:Hybrid RF/FSO, Wireless Optical, RF, FSO, Topology Control, QoS, Linear
Programming.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, the fields of computer and telecommunication networks have experienced
tremendous growth, as many new communication technologies have been developed to help
address scalability challenges, arising from requirements in the face of widespread adoption.
These requirements include: higher bandwidth, security and privacy guarantees, low end to end
delay and responsiveness, high network connectivity and coverage, etc.
In the history of the intellectual development of ideas, there is frequent academic bias towards
“pure solutions”—in this case, communication systems that use just one core communication
technology. Unfortunately, no single communication technology has been found, to date, which
can satisfy all these requirements. For instance, in ad-hoc networks, researchers recently started
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proposing hybrid models to address the scalability problem in mobile ad hoc networks. These
solutions use a sparse network of fixed, wired base stations within an ad hoc network to improve
the network properties. In such hybrid networks, nodes can communicate either in a multi-hop
fashion using both wireless and wired links. Figure 1 demonstrates an example of such a hybrid
ad hoc network. Certainly, a model in mixed nodes (some fixed and some mobile) and mixed
edges (some wireless and some wired), is less aesthetically appealing from the vantage point of
mathematical uniformity. However, issues of aesthetics aside, the hybrid model has been shown
to successfully trade off homogeneity for better performance [2, 4]. Most (but not all) nodes are
mobile, and in exchange, nodes sometimes (but not always) have access to an orthogonal
communication medium, which they can use to improve network properties. Employing two or
more technologies simultaneously, and carefully coordinating their use, in effect leverages the
advantages of each while circumventing their weaknesses.
The main shortcoming of the aforementioned hybrid wireless/wired networks is that they have
high deployment costs [6]. In establishing telecommunications infrastructures in hostile
environments (e.g. disaster recovery and battlefield settings), establishing a wired network is not
feasible because of financial costs, setup time, and infrastructure vulnerability. Simply put, a fiber
can be cut anywhere along its length, rendering the link inoperative. Since the endpoints of the
fiber are static, so is the fiber—and thus the wired communication layer of the network is much
more vulnerable to physical attack. How might such vulnerabilities be addressed? First, one
might seek to make the links impossible to cut; the only way to break a link is to attack the
endpoint node. And second, one might make it easier to move the link endpoint. This is
effectively what is achieved by Free Space Optics (FSO) technology.

FIGURE 1:Hybrid solution in ad hoc networks.

Historically, FSO was proposed and developed for wireless communications to address QoS,
interference, and security limitations of RF. FSO (like wired networks) has the potential for much
higher reliable link data rates compared to present RF technology. In addition, because FSO
uses directed optical transmissions in which channel beam-width is adjustable, inter-FSO
communication interference can be controlled. Finally, the ability to use narrow beam-widths
sidesteps the reliance on radial broadcasting in RF; this provides FSO with an advantage over RF
in terms of security against eavesdropping [8].
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Here consider the coordinated use of Free Space Optics (FSO) and Radio Frequency (RF)
communications. At present, most wireless networks are deployed strictly in the RF domain, since
RF channels provide natural support for radial broadcast operations. The downside of RF
channels is that they introduce many limiting externalities that make providing scalable quality of
service (QoS) support difficult, if not intractable [10]. These well-known technical challenges
include bandwidth scarcity, high interference, and vulnerabilities to eavesdropping—all of which
can be mitigated through the carefully coordinated incorporation of FSO communications. The
benefits of FSO do not come without a price, however. Most notable of these drawbacks is the
need to maintain line of sight (LOS) between the transmitter and the receiver during the course of
communication. In addition, FSO link availability can be degraded by adverse weather conditions
like fog, rain, snow, and haze. A hybrid approach that uses both RF and FSO communication
must be designed with the strengths and weaknesses of each of the two channel types in mind.
One channel type can serve as the “backup” channel and facilitate control of the other type [12].
We believe that the hybrid RF/FSO approach is especially well suited to three application areas:
(i) battlefield environments, (ii) intelligent transportation systems (ITS), and (iii) telemetry and
telesurgery. In battlefield environments, the hybrid system enables Free Space Optical (FSO)
communications bandwidth without giving up RF reliability and “adverse-weather” performance
[40]. The RF/FSO technology has many applications in next generation military networks [1] such
as:
• Ultra high capacity cross-links between satellites and potentially space-to-air or space-toground platforms.
• Airborne networks.
• Air-to-ground links to increase the high-rate RF links currently used for communication.
ITS can benefit from FR/FSO channels in providing a queuing system with alternating service
rates [41]. ITS objectives include the development of effective roadside-equipment (RSE) to
roadside equipment communication. Unfortunately, the broadcast nature and the low data rates
of RF channels make the technology unsuitable for dense deployments. In contrast, the
directionality and high data rates of FSO make them an attractive alternative. Telemetry and
telesurgery seek to provide of emergency medical care to people in remote areas and/or harsh
environments, such as war zones, Polar Regions, or space stations—even if a doctor is not
locally available. In this kind of applicatiocn, the surgeons operate using robotic arms, based on a
visual feedback from miniature video cameras at the patient location. Receiving such video
streams requires reliable and high data rate connections, which are better achieved using a
hybrid RF/ FSO [42].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the challenges
faced in FSO and RF technologies when considered in isolation, as well as the particular
difficulties of a hybrid model. In Section 3, we describe a working hardware prototype of a hybrid
RF/FSO node. In Section 4, we formulate the optimization problem of topology control for hybrid
RF/FSO networks. Finally, in Section 5, we present overall assessments and conclusions, closing
the planned future trajectory of our research efforts.

2. THE CHALLENGES OF RF, FSO, AND HYBRIDS
2.1

Free Space Optics (FSO) Technology

FSO communications is a line-of-sight technology that uses invisible beams of light to transmit
and receive voice, video and data information through the air with a rate up to 1.25 Gbps. FSO
operates in the infrared (IR) spectral range—akin to many fiber optics solutions—by using
wavelengths near the visible spectrum around 850 and 1550nm (corresponding to 200THz
portion) of the spectrum [3, 5]. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) does not
presently require a permit for FSO transmitters, since FSO operates in an unregulated region of
the spectrum [43].
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FSO signals are transmitted by an infrared laser or LED, and received by high sensitivity
receivers at the remote link side [14, 44]. Typically, FSO systems are based on communications
links between pairs of free space optical transceivers (transmitter and receiver) that provides full
duplex communication links. The optical units use lenses or telescopes, which narrow the light
beam and project it toward the receivers. The transmitted light is picked up at the receiver side by
a lens, which is connected to a sensitive detector via optical fiber [5, 11, 12, 45]. FSO
transceivers can be positioned on a rooftop, at the corner of a building, or indoors behind a
building as (See Figure 2). Presently FSO transmission ranges vary between 700 feet to about a
mile in a clear, dry atmosphere [11, 46].
In FSO, channel impairments can be caused by fiber attenuation, insertion losses, chromatic
dispersion, PMD, or fiber nonlinearities. The attenuation in fiber can be described as the change
in signal power over the course of the transmission, and can be defined as: dP/dz = -αP, where α
is the power attenuation coefficient per unit length [47]. In general, the attenuation of an optical
fiber measures the amount of light lost between input and output. Total attenuation is the sum of
all losses [48]. Moreover, fiber loss can be caused by the fiber splices and fiber connectors. The
fiber splices can be fused or joined together by some mechanical means, with typical attenuation
being 0.01–0.1 dB per fused splice and slightly above 0.1 dB per mechanical splice [47].
Chromatic Dispersion occurs when optical pulses are spread out into a much broader temporal
distribution than actual optical fiber channel [47, 49]. Another cause of impairments is Polarization
Mode Dispersion (PMD). It happens when the polarization unit vector, representing the state of
polarization (SOP) of the electric field vector, does not remain stable in practical optical fibers;
rather, it changes in a random manner along the fiber because of its fluctuating birefringence [47,
50]. At last, Fiber nonlinearities present a new realm of obstacle that must be overcome. Fiber
nonlinearities arise from two basic mechanisms: The most detrimental mechanism arises from the
refractive index of glass being dependent on the optical power going through the material. The
second mechanism that causes fiber nonlinearities is the scattering phenomena [51].

FIGURE 2:FSO connections with line of sight access.

FSO has several advantages over existing wireless or wired communication technologies. As a
communication technology enjoys the higher capacity advantages of fiber, so greater data access
can be provided. The spatial confinement of each FSO laser beam allows for beams to operate
independently, and provides virtually unlimited frequency reuse. FSO is extremely secure, since
an adversary cannot incept communications without placing itself in direct path between two FSO
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points, which is difficult and often detectable (as energy loss) by the legitimate endpoints [1].
Finally, FSO technology supports much more rapid deployment compared to other access
technology [9]. In fact, FSO offers significant cost savings since there is no need to make
infrastructure changes (e.g. digging up streets to lay cables), since air acts as the transmission
medium instead of fiber optics. The installation of FSO systems is cheaper than fiber optics, DSL
or cable modem services, and many FSO installations can be completed in a few days [6, 9].
The source of FSO’s advantages is also a source of limitations: the air transmission medium.
Whenever the medium’s condition is unstable or unpredictable, it becomes difficult to manage
free space optics transmissions, since volatility in the medium cause disruptions in “line of sight”,
and thus impact system availability and capacity. The main causes of such disruptions include:
•

•
•

•

Fog, composed of water droplets, can completely obstruct the passage of light by a
combination of absorption, scattering and reflection. This can reduce the power density of
the transmitted beam, and therefore decrease FSO link transmission range.
Absorption decreases the power density of the link and degrades system availability.
Scattering occurs when photons collide with the airborne particles. Even in the absence
of energy loss, this results in directional redistribution of beam energy, which, in turn,
causes multipath effects.
Scintillation, occurs when light propagates through space which contains sharp
temperature variations across different pockets of air. Scintillation causes periodic
fluctuations of the signal amplitude, which can lead to a sharp increase in the bit-errorrate of the FSO link.

There are additional secondary challenges faced by FSO systems such as physical obstructions,
building sway, rain, snow, and eye safety [1, 3, 5, 11].
While FSO technology has been in use by the military and NASA for almost 30 years, it is still a
relatively new technology in civilian telecommunication applications. Recently, it has been
considered as a candidate replacement for fiber optics, in solutions seeking to develop a highspeed wireless network access [9, 11].
2.2

Radio Frequency (RF) Technology

RF refers to a number of different technologies, products and industries. Broadly speaking, RF
refers to the portion of the frequency spectrum in which radio waves can be generated (resp.
received) by driving (resp. detecting) alternating current through an antenna. In RF systems, data
is transmitted through air by digital radio signals at a given frequency, typically in the 3kHz to
300GHz range. Such communication can be used to maintain bi-directional, online radio
connection between a mobile telephone and an antenna host for example.
RF technology has the advantage of being wireless, and thus requires no cable deployment
expenses to provide communication access. This instant accessibility also provides a timesaving
in the deployment process. Also, the real-time accuracy of RF is high (>99%) and can be
considered a general advantage.
On the other hand, the development of technologies based on RF communications is hindered by
regulation in the assignment of radio spectrum bands by the FCC and National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA). As of today, the FCC has allocated
frequencies between 9 kHz and 275 GHz, with the highest bands reserved for radio astronomy
and satellites [3, 52].
2.3

RF vs.FSO

RF and FSO are two different wireless technologies and there is no direct competition between
them. In what follows, we summarize the main differences between them:
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A) Throughput. The major advantage of FSO is its high throughput compared to RF. At present,
FSO can provide a throughput of 1.25Gbps for links of up to a kilometer or more. In contrast,
wireless RF technologies such as 802.11a provide link throughput of tens of Mbps with
distances of tens of meters. Although Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology can provide a
throughput of hundreds of Mbps, it usually drops to levels lower than even 802.11a at long
ranges [11, 14, 15].
B) Deployment Costs. FSO links have low cost of deployment compared to fibers, and system
installation can be completed within few days [23].
C) Reliability. FSO link traffic can experience disruptions due to atmospheric turbulence, while
RF links are largely immune to such effects [17]. Low deployment cost makes FSO easy to
maintain in the event of equipment failures, and thus suitable as components in a high
reliability backbone for military applications and MANs.
rd

D) Security. RF link transmissions can be intercepted or detected by 3 parties. This makes RF
unsecure without addition time and energy expenditures [18] in the form of encryption
algorithms. In comparison, FSO technology is extremely secure, even without encryption
overlays because it uses a directional narrow beam point-to-point line of sight transmission,
whose interception is easy to detect. A laser FSO at 1550nm offers an excellent wireless
transmission solution and provides the highest possible level of physical layer security [19,
20].
E) Availability. Link availability for RF is frequently above 99.999%. Unfortunately, performance
level for FSO may vary from one area to another depending on the atmospheric conditions
[36]. Effective FSO transmission range can thus vary from more than 700 feet up to about a
mile in a clear, dry atmosphere [8], though ensuring carrier-class availability often requires
that link length be limited to 200–500 meters [6].
F) Frequency Bands. RF systems operate in frequency bands between 3kHz and 300GHz.
Some frequencies in this spectrum range are regulated and assigned by the FCC [21]. In
contrast, FSO systems operate in frequencies around 200THz, which presently requires no
RF spectrum licensing [22].
G) Eye Safety. RF signals are relatively harmless to the human eye. In comparison, FSO signals
can damage the cornea and lens of the eye, particularly if transmissions are in the visible or
1
near infrared spectrum regions (100-1,200nm).
H) Calibration:FSO systems require beam pointing, acquisition, and tracking, since optical
transceiver must be aligned to each other for communication to take place. The precision
tolerances mandated in the alignment process depend on the link power budget and the
design of transmitters and receivers [1]. In contrast, in RF systems, there is no special
alignment process required between transmitter and receiver, since transmission is radial and
does not operate via line of sight [18].
2.4

Major Technical Challenges in Hybrid RF/FSO

By hybridizing RF and FSO technologies intelligently, we seek to address the needs of current
applications in a manner that supersedes what is achievable using a single technology alone.
Doing so, however, requires surmounting certain technical challenges. In this section we describe
the three major technical challenges: (A) Pointing, Acquisition and Tracking, (B) Routing and Path

1This

is a compelling reason for selecting the longer 1550nm wavelength as the basis for FSO Systems.
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Protection, and (C) Topology Control. We will also present currently proposed solutions for each
of these challenges.
A) Pointing Acquisition and Tracking
One challenge faced in real FSO deployments is the necessity to maintain Line Of Sight (LOS)
between sender and receiver during transmission using the FSO channel. This problem is called
the “Pointing-Acquisition-Tracking” (PAT) process. We do not consider PAT to be a limitation or
disadvantage, since several researchers have developed adequate solutions to this problem
using different techniques. Nevertheless, PAT is at present, an active research area. In
considering hybridized RF/FSO schemes where nodes are mobile, the PAT process gets even
more difficult.
Derenick et al. proposed a hierarchical PAT system in which they used a vision-based system to
maintain LOS [14]. The system assumes prior knowledge regarding the initial position of each
FSO node and its partner receiver. In addition, both sender and receiver need to refer to a
relative “origin” to interpret position and orientation updates. The authors accomplished this using
a GPS system and inclinometer sensors. The alignment process is carried out using feedback
from a high zoom camera system. The dependency on a GPS system makes this approach
restricted for large-scale outdoor applications.
Akellaet. al, the authors proposed an omnidirectional spherical FSO transceiver to maintain LOS
in hybrid RF/FSO MANETs [24] as illustrated in Figure 3. The surface of this sphere is covered
with FSO transceivers, which contain LEDs and photodetectors. When two mobile FSO nodes in
this design move away from each other the existing LOS link will be lost and a new one will be
established. The omnidirectional FSO transceiver is a promising approach to the alignment
problem in mobile environments. Unfortunately, current hardware implementations are not fast
enough to switch the beam to another FSO channel without significant breaks in connectivity—
especially when the environment is highly dynamic one (e.g. a tactical setting). Omnidirectional
FSO transceivers may also sacrifice some covertness if movement is discontinuous, and the
process of repairing broken optical channels is not done carefully.
Nichols proposed a framework using a dynamic RF/FSO staged acquisition technique [21]. The
proposed framework decomposes PAT into three major stages as illustrated in Figure 5: A very
wide RF signal is sent by the sender in order to identify the location of the FSO receiver. After
locating the FSO receiver object, a wide FSO beam is sent by the sender to establish the FSO
link. Finally, the sender and receiver narrow the FSO beam width down, to meet the QoS
requirement. This approach also seems a promising solution to solve PAT problem in dynamic
2
environment. Unfortunately, there has been no implementation or field test of this proposal to
date.

FIGURE 3:FSO connections with line of sight access.

2 No hardware implementation of the proposed system exists as of the writing of this article.
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FIGURE4:3D
3D-Omnidirectional spherical FSO transceiver [24]

FIGURE 5:Dynamic
Dynamic RF/FSO staged acquisition technique [21]

B) Routing and Path Protection in Hybrid RF/FSO
varying) natures of the RF and FSO channels make routing a difficult
The disparate (and time-varying)
problem in hybrid RF/FSO networks. Kashyap and Shayman introduced a routing framework for
hybrid RF/FSO networks that relies on the assumption that RF links should have lower backbone
traffic demand compared with FSO links [17]. Based on this assumption, they introduced a
concept called “critically index” which determines the fraction of each traffic profile entry. A path is
then computed for each traffic profile en
entry
try using the shortest widest path (SWP) algorithm, which
is implemented as an extension of the OSPF routing protocol [25].
The fact RF links are more reliable than FSO channels led several researchers to consider using
the RF channel for path protection in hybrid RF/FSO networks. For instance the Kashyap et al
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proposed a joint topology control and routing framework where the RF links serve to provide
instantaneous backup to traffic in hybrid RF/FSO networks when FSO links are degraded [27].
Their proposal does not treat the RF channel as “just an additional wavelength”, since the failure
3
of the RF channel is not a single point failure as the case in the wired optical links . Because of
this fact, the problem cannot be solved using classical path protection schemes developed for
optical networks (e.g. see Ramamurthy and Mukherjee [26]) and requires the development of
new strategies.
C) Topology Control
The disparate (and time-varying) natures of the RF and FSO channels also make topology control
a difficult problem in hybrid RF/FSO networks. Topology control in traditional pure-RF networks
has been extensively studied. Examples of objectives considered have been, for example, how
to adjust the power levels to have connected network yet use the minimum possible total power;
or, how to reduce interference to meet some specific QoS requirements, [28, 29, 30] etc. Very
limited research has been carried out in the area of topology control for hybrid RF/FSO.
Baskaran et al. studied the ability to provide topology reconfiguration according to changes in
links capacities and traffic demands in RF/FSO networks [31]. The authors developed a heuristic
for finding a topology configuration with the minimum packet drop rate. The heuristic cost of the
packet drop rate includes factors reflecting both the link congestion cost and the packet drops
that occur while the topology reconfiguration process is underway.
In section 4, we will present an integer linear program (ILP) model to solve the topology control
problem, based on adapting and adjusting the transmission power and the beam-width of
individual nodes according to Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Our main focus will be to
meet QoS requirements in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput jointly.

HYBRID RF/FSO PROTOTYPE

3.

In our research lab, we were able to implement a hybrid RF/FSO prototype. To accomplish this
objective, the development work was carried out in the following steps:
1) Implement a real system to transmit and receive data over one FSO channel.
2) Enhance the FSO transceiver to be able to operate over three FSO channels.
3) Implement an RF transceiver.
4) Improve the RF transceiver to be able to operate over three RF channels.
Develop and propose a hybrid system that combines systems produced in steps (2) and (4) to
provide RF and FSO data access.
3.1

Single-channel FSO System Design

The central element of an FSO design is to have a line of sight data transmission. FSO
technology pioneers such as LightPointe or fSONA offer a wide variety of FSO transceivers. In
this section we design and implement a simple prototype FSO system that has the capability to
send and receive data over a single FSO channel. We found that a simple infrared circuit can
achieve this adequately, since FSO technology operates in the IR spectrum. The main difference
between the industrial FSO transceivers and our infrared circuit is the transmission range. In
industrial FSO laser transceivers, the transmission range can reach up to 1 mile in clear
atmospheric conditions, while it is limited to just a few meters in the infrared. However, coverage
distance is not a critical issue at this point since our goal is a prototype that will be used to test
the signals transmitted and received.

3 Take for example, the interference in RF area, which can hit all RF channels in that interference range and not only a single
RF channel.
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The requirements and the IC components involved in our implementation of this system are as
follows:
• A PC workstation
• Serial port interfacing Cable
• A software or a program that can transmit and receive data at the same time over the
serial cable
• UART MAX 232 Dallas
• MCP 2120
• A Timer or a crystal oscillator TLC555
• MAX 3120
• Infrared LED and photodiode
Serial Port Interfacing
The system was designed to read and write data from and to a PC workstation. One of the most
common ways to interface circuits with PCs is through serial port communication. In our
prototype, a simple JAVA application was developed to send and receive data over serial ports
using the RS-232 cable.
UART MAX232 Dallas
The MAX232 chip is simple a driver/receiver that converts TTL/CMOS input levels into TIA/EIA232-F levels and vice versa. In our design, it acts as a bridge to carry data to or from the RS232
cable to or from the IR transceivers [32].
MCP 2120
This device is an infrared encoder/decoder, which is placed between a UART and an infrared (IR)
optical transceiver where the data received from a standard UART is encoded (modulated) and
then sent as electrical pulses to the IR Transceiver. When the IR Transceiver receives data, it
sends it as electrical pulses that are decoded (demodulated) by the MCP2120. This modulation
and demodulation method is performed in accordance with the IrDA standard. The MCP supports
both hardware and software baud rate selection. In this design, we selected hardware baud rate
by tying the pins BAUD2, BAUD1 and BAUD0 to the values 1,0,0 respectively. By doing so, the
baud rate by the MCP 2120 was Fosc/64 where Fosc is the frequency generated by an external
timer or a crystal oscillator. It is necessary to match the baud rates at the MCP2120 and the RS
232 serial cable so that the system works properly [33].
A TLC555 timer or a crystal oscillator
Since the MCP 2120 encoder requires an external timer or oscillator to generate the required
baud rate, a TLC555 timer was used to supply the MCP2120 with the appropriate frequency [34].
The TLC555 timer was sat up to generate a frequency of 6037.66 KHz which made the MCP
2120 provide a baud rate of (Fosc/64) = (6037.66 KHz/64) = 9433 bps. Also, a 1.84 MHz crystal
oscillator was used instead of the TLC555 timer to supply the MCP2120. The generated baud
rate was 1.84 MHz/64 = 28.8 Kbps.
MAX 3120
This is an 8-pin chip that operates as an IR transceiver. With this chip and few more
components—an LED, a photodiode, capacitor, and a few current-setting resistors—the Infrared
application design is complete and ready to send and receive data over one channel [35].
Infrared LED and Photodiode
We used one IR LED transmitter and one photodiode detector to transmit and receive infrared
data over one channel. The chosen LED has a wavelength peak emission of 950nm and the
photodiode has a spectral bandwidth range of 620nm to 980nm.
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As illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7, the system was built so that it can transmit and receive
data at the same time. The same PC workstation can transmitted signals and receive them. To do
so, we developed a simple JAVA program that uses threads to continue listening for the user
commands while it keeps reading any data that may have been received by the serial port.

FIGURE 6:IR transceiver circuit for 1-channel communication.

FIGURE 7:Block diagram of the 1-channel IR transceiver.

The system was tested, by sending and receiving English, encoded as a stream of 8-bit ASCII
characters. The transmission was not 100% accurate, especially when any object obstructed the
line of sight between the LED and the photodiode. In fact, this was expected because FSO and
infrared are line of sight technologies and, therefore, data transmission is sensitive to
4
alignment/obstructions between the transmitter and receiver .
3.2

Multi-channel FSO System Design

The motivation behind transmitting infrared data over three channels is to improve system
performance by providing more redundant channels for transmission, and thus higher reliability
and availability of the communication system. In this design we added a PIC microcontroller to do
FSO channel duplication. The PIC can take input on one pin and duplicate it to any of the three
independent channel circuits, thereby providing the ability to do smart multiplexing/demultiplexing to select based on the best quality of service channel or other global coordination
logistics. The three channel circuits must each operate on a different wavelength to ensure
concurrent multi-channel transmission can really provide an increase in reliability.
4 Other reasons for the data loss might come from the small difference in the baud rate. The serial cable has a set of
predefined baud rates at which it transmits the signals. These rates were not exactly matching the baud rates at the
MCP2120 encoder/decoder.
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FIGURE 8:Block diagram of 3-channel IR transceivers.

This system is illustrated in Figure 8. As seen, it is composed of one UART, three infrared
encoders/decoders and three transceivers. Also, there are three LEDs and three photodiodes,
each of which operates in different wavelengths.
3.3

Single-channel RF System Design

RF systems can be built over different architectures and implementations, depending on the
underlying technology used (e.g. Bluetooth, ZigBee, OFDM or any other circuit that works on the
RF frequency band). The one-channel RF transceiver we implemented works on the 434 MHz
frequency band; it has been tested by sending and receiving English ASCII characters using a
test jig that is very similar to the unit tests of the FSO circuit. The components required to build
this transceiver were:
• A PC workstation
• Serial port interfacing Cable
• A software or a program that can transmit and receive data at the same time over the
serial cable
• UART MAX 232 Dallas
• MCP 2120
• TLP434A Transmitter
• RLP434A Receiver
• Two 400 MHz RF antennas
The first four components listed above were used in the RF system identically to their manner of
use in the FSO transceiver—namely to send data to and receive data from the workstation. In
place of IR LED and photodiode, two RF modules used to send and receive the RF signals: these
were the TLP434A and RLP434A, provided by LAIPAC [36]. The TLP434A module is an Ultra
Small Wireless Transmitter that is ideal for remote control projects or data transfers to a remote
object via the 434MHz frequency band. The RLP434A module is a Compact Radio Receiver (RF)
that works directly with the TLP434A transmitter over the 433.92Mhz frequency band. Each of the
two modules requires a 400 MHz antenna for transmitting and receiving the signals [37]. The
implementation is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.
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FIGURE 9:One channel RF transceiver block diagram

FIGURE 10:Single RF transceiver system

3.4

Multi-channel RF System Design

The single RF channel system was extended to provide transmission over three different RF
channels, each based on a different frequency band. The motivation behind this was, once
again, to improve the reliability and availability of the channel. This revised system used the three
LAIPAC RF modules: TLP434A/RLP434A, RF900DV and RF2400DV to provide frequency bands
of 434 MHz, 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz successively [38, 39]. A PIC microcontroller was also used in
this design to distribute the single input data channel into three and to offer the ability to do smart
multiplexing/de-multiplexing based on the best quality of service channel or other global
coordination logistics.

FIGURE 11:Three RF transceivers system block diagram
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The proposed hybrid FSO/RF system illustrated in Figure 12 combines the two orthogonal
architectures: FSO multi-channel (see Section 3.2 above) and RF multi-channel (see Section 3.4
above). Such a hybrid system offers FSO connectivity over three different wavelengths and
reliable RF wireless communication over three different frequency bands. This prototype may not
clearly state how hybrid RF/FSO networks exploit the strengths of each technology. But, such
system increases the overall bandwidth via FSO, as well as high availability in dense fog or in
bad atmospheric conditions where the RF transceiver can be used as a backup channel. The
architecture provides a highly reliable link since it concurrently operates multi-channel
communication links over FSO and RF, over different wavelengths and frequency bands.

FIGURE 12:A hybrid FSO/RF system architecture
4.

ILP FORMULATION OF THE TOPOLOGY CONTROL PROBLEM IN
HYBRID RF/FSO NETWORKS

In this section we formulate the topology control problem for hybrid RF/FSO wireless mesh
networks, as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Informally, we seek to construct a
robust topology by minimizing the transmission power, adapting the beam-width, and selecting
different channels—all in a manner that allows us to meet specified throughput and end-to-end
delay requirements.
We make the following assumptions: First, that the network topology is a mesh with directed links.
Second, that each node is both an RF and an FSO transceiver. Finally, we assume that RF
transceivers are omnidirectional, while FSO transceivers are directional.
We begin with our resources and their limitations: Aset of mobile nodes V. For each node i ∈V
, we have its location, and the number of RF and FSO transceivers present. Let Ti be the set of
transceivers at node i. For each transceiver t in Ti we have: its maximum capacity C_MAX, its
sensitivity S, its diameter D, its maximum angular beam width, and its maximum transmission
power level. We consider a discrete set of possible transmission powers P, and a discrete set of
possible (angular) beam openings Ф.
Next, we state our constraints: A set of source-destination pairs SD, whoseQoS is to be
guaranteed. For each ( s , d ) ∈ SD , we have the maximum delay, H(s,d):Maximum delay, and
the minimum acceptable throughput Th(s,d).
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In the preprocessing step, we construct a possible network topology G = (V, E). Our objective is
to select an optimal construction based on our ILP formulation. The links in a given graph can be
enumerated as:

lip, j,θ,t ,θr
t

•

θ

: For a given transmission power p, transmitter beam-width t , and receiver
l p,θ ,θr = 1
beam-width θ r , i , j ,t
if there is a link(i,j,t) available from node i to node j using
p ,θ ,θr
l
=0
transceiver t; otherwise i , j ,t
. The link (i,j,t) is said to be available if node j is inside
the coverage area of node i using transceiver t. This can be verified easily by calculating
the transmitter’s maximum range, and determining the coverage area based on a scaled
sector shape (for FSO channels), or a scaled circle shape area (for RF channels). If t is
an FSO transceiver, then for link(i,j,t) to be considered available it must be verified that
there is a line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver.
t

t

BERip, j,θ,t ,θr
t

•

: For a given transmission power p, transmitter beam-opening θ t , and receiver
BERip, j,θ,t ,θr
beam-opening θ r ,
represents the bit error rate on link (i,j,t).
t

Bip, j,θ,t ,θr
t

•

: For a given transmission power p, transmitter beam- opening
B p ,θ ,θr
beam-opening θ r , i , j ,t represents the bandwidth of link(i,j,t):

θ t , and receiver

t

B max i ,t

Bip, j,θ,t ,θr =
t

where

B max i ,t

∑l

p ,θt ,θr
i , j ,t

is the bandwidth of transceiver t at nodei.

We are now ready to formalize the ingredients of the ILP, namely the variables, objective
function, and constraints.
We introduce the following Boolean variables:

•

lis,,jd,t

: Boolean variable,
l s,d = 0
otherwise i , j ,t
.

g ip, j,θ,t ,θr

lis,,jd,t = 1

if the path of (s,d) connection pair uses link(i,j,t);

t

•

g ip, j,θ,t ,θr = 1
t

: Boolean variable selector,
g p,θ ,θr = 0
otherwise i , j ,t
.

lip, j,θ,t ,θr
t

if

is selected to construct the topology;

t

•

xip,t

: Boolean power indicator variable.
xp = 0
using power p); otherwise i ,t
.

xip,t = 1 if transceiver t at node iis transmitting
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The objectivefunction is to minimize transmission power by all nodes in the network.



Min 
p. x ip,t 
 i, t, p


∑

(1)

Finally, we describe the constraints of the ILP. These fall into various classes: Routing
constraints, bandwidth constraints, throughput constraints, power constraints, beam opening
constraints, alignment constraints, and selector constraints.
Routing Constraints.To ensure that each (s,d) pair is routed:

∑ ∑l

( s, d )
i, j,t

t

−∑

j

∑l

t

1if s = i 


= - 1if d = i ∀i ∈V and (s, d ) ∈ SD
0 otherwise



( s, d )
j ,i,t

j

(2)

and that a single route is assigned for a given (s,d) pair:

li(,sj,,dt ) ≤

∑l

p,θt ,θr
i , j ,t
( p,θt ,θrr )

.gip, j,θ,t ,θr ∀i, j ∈V , t ∈Ti , (s, d) ∈SD
t

(3)

Delay Constraint. To ensure that the number of hops in the selected route doesn’t violate the
delay requirement:

∑l

( s ,d )
i , j ,t

≤ H s , d ∀( s, d ) ∈ SD

i , j ,t

(4)

Throughput Constraints. To ensure that throughput requirements are met:

∑l

( s ,d )
i , j ,t

.Th ( s ,d ) ≤

∑B

p ,θ t ,θ r
i , j ,t

.(1 − BER i p, j,θ,t ,θ ). g ip, j,θ,t ,θ
t

r

t

r

( p ,θ t ,θ r )

( s ,d )

∀ i , j ∈ V , t ∈ Ti

(5)

Power Constraints. To ensure that power indicator
transmitting using power p.

∑g

p ,θ t ,θ r
i , j ,t

xip,t = 1

when transceiver t at node iis

≤ N .x ip, t ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ Ti , ∀i ∈ V

( j ,θ t ,θ r )

∑g

(6)
p ,θ t ,θ r
i , j ,t , p

( j ,θ t ,θ r )

≥ .x ip, t ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ Ti , ∀i ∈ V
(7)

whereN is the number of nodes.
Selector Constraints. To ensure that a single value has been selected for power and beam
width at each node:
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∑g

p ,θ t ,θ r
i , j ,t

≤ 1 ∀i ∈ V , ∀t ∈ Ti

( j , p ,θ t ,θ r )

where t is an FSO tranceiver

∑g

p ,θ t ,θ r
j ,i ,t

(8)

≤ 1 ∀i ∈ V , ∀t ∈ Ti

( j , p ,θ t ,θ r )

where t is an FSO tranceiver

∑g

p
i , j ,t

(9)

≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ V , ∀t ∈ Ti

( p ,θ t ,θ r )

where t is an RF tranceiver

(10)

Beam-opening Constraints. To ensure that transceiver t at node iis using the same beam
opening during transmission and reception.

∑g

p x ,θ t ,θ r
i , j ,t

+

( p x ,θ t ,θ r )

∑g

p y ,θ m ,θ n
j ,i,t

≤1

( p y ,θ m ,θ n )

When θn ≠ θt ∀i, j ∈ V , t ∈ Ti , ∀θt ∈ Φ (11)
Alignment Constraints. To ensure that sender and receiver are in each other’s transmission
cones:

∑g
( p ,θ r )

p ,θt ,θ r
i , j ,t

+

∑g

p ,θ m ,θ n
l ,k ,t

≤ 1 When θ n ≠ θ t ,

( p ,θ m ,θ n ,l )

∀t ∈ Ti , ∀θ t ∈ Φ, ∀i, j, k = i or k in line of sight of i and j. (12)

ILP

(Link , Transceiver)
(12,0)
(15,0)
(25,2)
(31,1)
(32,3)
(43,0)
(54,1)

Transmitted
Power
(mW)
5
5
5
10
5
5
5

Beam
Opening
(mrad)
80,80
80,240
80,80
80,160

Total Consumed Power

35

TABLE 1: Traffic used to design the topology

The complexity of any ILP problem depends on the number of variables and constraints in that
problem. In the proposed formulation, the factors that determine the number of variables and
constraints are the number of nodes (N), the number of transceivers (T), the number of source
destination pairs (SD),
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Src

Dst

ILP

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

Route

Selected channels

12
15
254
25
31
43
432
54

0
0
21
2
1
0
03
1

TABLE 2:Transmitted power and beam opening optimal solution using the proposed ILP formulation.

the transmission power granularity (P), and the beam width granularity (θ). The following two
equations provide the number of variables and constraints involved in the ILP problem.
W = N [( N − 1) ( SDT + P (1 + T θ 2 ) ) + TP ],

where W is the number of variables

(13)

Z = N ( N − 1)[TSD + 2T + (T − 1)θ ] + N [SD + 2 PT + 2(T − 1)] + SD,

where Z is the number of constraints.
S

Request
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5

D
2
5
4
5
1
3
2
4

Throughput
(Mbps)
5
5
100
100
250
5
5
100

(14)
Delay
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

TABLE 3:Routing and channel selection for each requested connection using the proposed ILP.

4.1

ILP Results

We provide an experimental assessment for the ILP formulation of the topology control problem
in hybrid RF/FSO mesh networks. In these experiments, we assumed that the capacity of FSO
channel is 500 Mbps, the capacity of RF channel is 50 Mbps, the FSO receiver sensitivity is 43dBm, the RF receiver sensitivity is -84dBm, and the maximum beam opening is 240 mrad.
Table 1 presents the matrix of source-destination connection pairs and the desired QoS for each.
Tables 2 and 3 (and Figure 13) provide the route found by the ILP solver. The solution uses low
power (by adjusting the beam openings and transmission powers of carefully selected channels)
and yet meets the joint throughput and end-to-end delay requirements. The solution obtained had
a total power consumption of 35mW.
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FIGURE 13:Topology generated by ILP solution

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented the strengths and shortcomings of RF and FSO, and the challenges (and
opportunities) facing researchers who seek to make hybrid RF/FSO communications a viable
technology. We described a prototype implementation for a transceiver node in a hybrid RF/FSO
system, illustrating the feasibility and accessibility of the approach. Our hardware was composed
of readily available parts: a PIC microcontroller, RF transceivers, IR LEDs and photodiodes, and
a few other IC components. The system was extended to provide selectable multichannel multifrequency capabilities, and was successfully tested and found to be capable of sending and
receive English text in 8-bit ASCII encoding. Based on the characteristics suggested by this
prototype, we developed a mathematical model of the topology control problem for hybrid
RF/FSO networks, as an integer linear program (ILP). We showed that this formulation, when
presented to an ILP solver, is capable of adaptive adjustment of transmission power levels and
beam openings, in a manner that minimizes total power consumption while satisfying end-to-end
quality of service constraints.
Hybrid RF/FSO has the potential to be a “green solution” since it provides a secure, rapidly
deployable communication infrastructure with reduced total energy consumption. The hardware
prototype and the topology control solution we presented for hybrid RF/FSO can be readily
extended and are an important first step in this direction. The hybrid RF/FSO approach could
prove especially beneficial in challenging areas such as battlefield environment, intelligent
transportation systems, and telesurgery.
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